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Letter From the Editor

Dear Reader,

In the immortal words of the historian Carl Becker, “the history that lies inert in unread books does
no work in the world. The history that does work in the world, the history that influences the
course of history, is living history… that enlarges and enriches the collective specious present.”
What you have before you, the tenth volume and first issue of the James Blair Historical Review,
is a labor of love, a collection of histories that seeks to do work in the world.

In this time of chaos and calamity, we at the James Blair Historical Review are truly blessed to
have gotten to publish such brilliant work. Nell Williamson Shafer’s “Borderwaters at the Edge of
Empire” spins us a fascinating tale about the peripheries of empire and actual pirates of the
Caribbean. Caroline Azdell’s “The Path of Progress,” on racism and student culture at our very
own College of William & Mary, reminds us to stay vigilant in recognizing the racial prejudice
within

our

academic

communities.

Andrew

Bilodeau’s

“Creating

a

Crime”

is

a

thoroughly

enlightening account on the wartime internment and scapegoating of Canadian-Italians during the
Second World War. Closing the issue is Jordan Sisco’s “Egypt in Africa,” an erudite work that
considers the historical relationship between the Land of the Nile and its African continent. These
essays are engrossing, meaningful, and accessible histories, and I am delighted to share them with
you here.

Many thanks are in order for this year’s Review, coincidentally celebrating its 10th Anniversary.
Firstly, congratulations are in order for our contributors; thank you again for your histories. Our
Editorial Board: Kevin, Zack, Claire, Italia, Grace, Xavier, I thank you for supporting this journal
and its publication amid a literal global pandemic. I could not have had a better team by my side.
Our wonderful peer reviewers are also owed my gratitude. Through a crazily busy semester, they
provided detailed, thoughtful feedback on all of our submissions. I thank them for their dedication
and hard work. Our advisor, Professor Christopher Grasso, too deserves great praise for his
instrumental mentorship and guidance through these difficult times. Last but certainly not least, I
would also like to thank William & Mary’s Department of History and the College’s Media
Council for their logistical and financial support.

Well, I suppose I have said quite enough. I am deeply honored to have headed the publication of
this year’s James Blair Historical Review, and I do hope you enjoy it. Happy reading!

Grant Wong, JBHR Editor-in-Chief 2020-2021
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Borderwaters at the Edge of Empire: Privateering,
Smuggling, and Imperial Rivalry in the 1730s British
Caribbean
Nell Williamson Shaffer

In April 1731, off the coast of Cuba, a Spanish guarda costa by the name of Juan de León
Fandiño boarded the Rebecca, a British ship under the command of Captain Robert Jenkins.
According to legend, Fandiño and his men plundered the Rebecca of the crew’s money and
provisions, cut off Jenkins’ ear, and remarked, “carry [the ear] to your king, and tell his majesty
that if he were present I would serve him in the same manner.”[1] For the next six years, the
Jenkins incident received little attention from the press or Parliament, but the Spanish attack on the
Rebecca was far from an anomaly.
Despite the 1728 decree from the King of Spain to the governors -of his American empire
to cease hostilities against the British, complaints from British merchants flooded the Privy Council
and Colonial Office. Stories of these depredations were published in newspapers, magazines, and
pamphlets. These British merchants claimed that guarda costas, Spanish-American privateers
deputized

to

stop

smugglers,

were

unjustly

targeting

British

vessels

that

were

supposedly

conducting legal business in the Caribbean. Parliament received these merchant grievances during
an era of fervent debate over larger questions of empire. The English Patriot Whig party saw the
Spanish empire as weak and hoped to coerce the Spanish into accepting more open trade in the
Americas.[2] Spain, on the other hand, was anxious to take control of the colonial trade to extract
capital and resources.[3] In March 1738, when the House of Commons collected and discussed
petitions, letters, and memorials describing similar Spanish depredations, Jenkins was called to the
House of Commons to give his testimony of the incident. According to contemporary accounts,
Jenkins “displayed the ear, which he had preserved” in a bottle and told the representative that
when he “found himself in the hands of such a barbarian,” declared that “I recommend my soul to
god and my cause to my country.”[4] The tale of Jenkins and his ear became a “vehicle for popular
frenzy” and was spread to the outraged public through newspapers and pamphlets.[5]

Despite this popular clamor, historians have questioned the veracity of Jenkins’ tale.
William Cobbett, who wrote his Parliamentary History of England by compiling records from
parliamentary journals and diaries, noted that British captains were “induced by their own interests,
and by the hope of obtaining reparation, to exaggerate their injuries.”[6]

Cobbet even speculated

that Jenkins lost his ear on another occasion, and “pretended it had been cut off by the crew of a
guarda

costa.”[7]

Yet,

Jenkins’

tale

proved

influential.

Despite

some

initial

reluctance

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

-------

[1] William Cobbett, ed., Parliamentary History of England: From the Norman Conquest, in 1066, to the Year 1803,
vol. 10, A.D. 1737-1739 (London: Printed by T.C. Hansard, 1812), 638.
[2] Paul Monod, Imperial island: a history of Britain and its empire, 1660-1837 (Chichester, U.K.: Wiley-Blackwell,
2009), 156.
[3] Brendan Simms, Three Victories and a Defeat: The Rise and Fall of the First British Empire, 1714-1783 (London,
New York: Allen Lane, 2007), 249.
[4] Parliamentary History of England, 10:638.
[5] Parliamentary History, 639.
[6] Parliamentary History, 639.
[7] Parliamentary History, 637.
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from the Establishment Whig government to upset the status quo, in 1739 the popular outrage over
the Spanish attacks on British merchants in the Caribbean and the conflicting interests of the two
empires erupted in war, which became known as the War of Jenkins’ Ear. In his declaration of war
against Spain, King George II cited the “unjust seizures” by the guarda costas in the Caribbean
and the “great prejudice of the lawful trade” of the British-American Empire as some of the key
reasons for war.[8] The clashes between Spanish guarda costas and British merchants in the
Caribbean forced Britain, for the first time in the eighteenth century, to enter a major war
“primarily for colonial and commercial reasons.”[9]
In this paper, I argue that the unique setting of the waters of the Caribbean Sea shaped
how British subjects viewed conflicts between the British and Spanish empires. I apply the
theoretical framework of borderlands theory to close readings of records of colonial governance
between 1730 and 1739 as well as contemporary writing from British and colonial magazines,
newspapers, and pamphlets that addressed the issue of Caribbean piracy between 1730 and 1739.
[10]

Through these sources, I expand the concept of borderlands to include “borderwaters.” I

define borderwaters as ocean settings at the periphery of empire with weak state control and
powerful local relationships that enable individuals to act autonomously in the informal sphere.
This analysis of imperial rivalry is confined to the British perspective of the Spanish and seeks to
investigate the British conception of borderwaters; therefore, I do not significantly incorporate
Spanish perspectives towards the British in this text.
While the British Caribbean was at the periphery of the British Empire, it constituted
critical geopolitical and symbolic importance to the British public. In the 1730s, the Caribbean was
a zone where rivalries between European powers were carried out, but the close proximity between
these peripheral zones and far distance from Europe created the dynamic of borderwaters. British
merchants, politicians, and newspapers all described the Caribbean as a space that both embodied
and undermined state power, as both physical borders and distinctions between formal and illicit
roles were ambiguous. The Anglo-Spanish Caribbean borderwaters were experienced as a zone of
rivalry, a zone of power and powerlessness, and as a zone of ambiguity by British historical actors
who fixated on the Caribbean as a region crucial to maintaining the power of the empire.

Literature Review
During the first half of the twentieth century, historians began to seriously study this period
of Anglo-Spanish piracy. Vera Lee Brown characterized the 1730s as a period of “mutual
irritation” that led to war.[11] Historians like Brown tended to view the conflict in purely
economic terms, portraying both the legal and contraband trade by the British as uniformly bad for
their Spanish counterparts. She noted that British merchants sold their goods cheaper than the
Spanish merchants, so the introduction of British goods to the Spanish-American market was
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_

[8] “His Majesty's Declaration of War Against the King of Spain,” Virginia Gazette (Williamsburg, Virginia), January
11, 1739, Readex: America's Historical Newspapers.
[9] Simms, Three Victories and a Defeat, 273.
[10] I have primarily derived my research for this paper from the archival sources of the UK government’s
Calendar of State Papers Colonial, America and West Indies, its Records from the Colonial Office, The Making of the
Modern World Digital Archive, the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Burney Newspapers Collection, and
America’s Historical Newspapers.
[11] Vera Lee Brown, “Contraband Trade: A Factor in the Decline of Spain's Empire in America,” The Hispanic
American Historical Review 8, no. 2 (1928): 181.
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“disastrous” to Spanish profits.[12] George Nelson concurred, arguing that British contraband
traffic to the Spanish American Empire “was of such magnitude that it was a real threat to Spanish
mercantilism.”[13] Harold Temperly took this assertion of injury to Spanish profits even further
insisting that England had more illicit traders than other nations.[14] Temperly challenged the
narrative of Spanish guarda costas plundering innocent defenseless English merchants, instead
presenting evidence that “the seas swarmed with English pirates.”[15]
More recently, the early eighteenth-century Caribbean has been revisited by scholars who
seek a more nuanced understanding of the period. Casey Schmitt confronted the narrative that
contraband trade was uniformly harmful to Spanish America, pointing out that Spanish officials
used technically illegal provisions from the British to supply their military because Spanish
merchants did not bring over sufficient goods.[16] Ironically, supplies brought in by British
smugglers supplied the very guarda costa ships that persecuted them. Adrian Finucane argued that
historians should revisit the role that individual self-interest played in Caribbean piracy. Finucane
pointed out that piracy required “unofficial cooperation” between British smugglers, British
trading

companies,

opportunities

from

Spanish

merchants,

inter-imperial

and

colonial

cooperation.[17]

To

officials

who

Finucane,

took

advantage

European

empires

of

the

in

the

Americas were “less about national power and more about the benefits to individuals.”[18]
These recent developments in the field of Atlantic history, which examine the role of
informal structures on the peripheries of empire, connect to the field of borderlands history.
Borderlands theory developed to counter the enduring historical impact of Frederick Jackson
Turner’s frontier thesis, which glorified American manifest destiny and highlighted the importance
of the steady advance of American civilization across the continent. In contrast, borderlands theory
recenters spaces and people usually left on the margins of history. Jeremy Adelman and Stephan
Aron defined borderlands as “zones of interaction and rivalry among empires” marked by “power
politics of territorial hegemony.”[19] Hämäläinen and Truett, in their influential essay “On
Borderlands,” connect borderlands theory to the more traditional historical models of center and
periphery or metropole and empire, but argue that the borderlands model provides a more nuanced
understanding of these settings. Borderlands “simultaneously embodied and undermined state
power” by creating “zones of mobility” where individuals “shift between categories."[20] In
borderlands regions, individuals have “informal autonomy” and are isolated from the formal
_______________________________________________________________________________
[12] Vera Lee Brown, “The South Sea Company and Contraband Trade,” The American Historical Review 31, no. 4
(1926): 673.
[13] George H. Nelson, “Contraband Trade under the Asiento, 1730-1739,” TheAmerican Historical Review 51, no. 1
(1945): 64-65.
[14] Harold W. V. Temperley, “The Causesof the War of Jenkins’ Ear, 1739,” Transactions of the Royal Historical
Society 3 (1909): 203-204.
[15] Temperley, “Causes of the War of Jenkins’ Ear,” 207.
[16] Casey S. Schmitt, “Virtue in Corruption: Privateers, Smugglers, and the Shape of Empire in the EighteenthCentury Caribbean,” Early American Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal 13, no. 1 (2015): 82.
[17] Adrian Finucane, “Chapter 3: ‘Unjust Depredations’ and Growing Tensions, 1729-1738,” in The Temptations of
Trade: Britain, Spain, and the Struggle for Empire (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016), 86.
[18] Finucane, “Unjust Depredations,” 86.
[19] Jeremy Adelman and Stephen Aron, “From Borderlands to Borders: Empires, Nation-States, and the Peoples in
between in North American History,” The American Historical Review 104, no. 3 (1999): 815-816.
[20] Pekka Hämäläinen and Samuel Truett, “On Borderlands,” Journal of American History 98, no. 2 (September
2011): 348.
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authority of states and markets.[21]

Borderlands histories help scholars break out of colonial

binaries and rethink marginal spaces.
Originally, borderlands historians mostly focused on the American Southwest and New
England, but Marco Meniketti argued that borderlands theory should be applied to Caribbean
histories. To Meniketti, borderlands history was a potentially fruitful lens with which to study the
Caribbean because “borders of the Caribbean are fluid, literally and figuratively.”[22]

The

Caribbean has the unique dynamic of being a collection of “economic peripher[ies]”[23]

with

intra-periphery relationships, both licit and illicit, that created “boundary permeability” between
the Spanish and British colonies.[24]

Similarly, Nathaniel Millet has placed the Caribbean in his

larger framework of ‘Atlantic Borderlands,’ which he defined as places where “powerful global
forces intersected with exceptional local conditions” to create distinct societies and cultures.[25]
Finally,

Tyson

Reeder,

in

his

study

of

19th

century

Atlantic

piracy,

coined

the

term

‘borderwaters’ to highlight the unique potential of the Atlantic to create “intricate associations
among people of different empires, nations, races, and cultures.”[26]

I seek to build off of these

developments and cite borderlands, or borderwaters, theory in the context of 1730s Caribbean
piracy to nuance understandings of both the time period and the theoretical framework of Atlantic
borderlands. These works by Meniketti, Millet, and Reeder provide the theoretical construction
necessary to categorize the 1730s Anglo-Spanish Caribbean as a borderlands which existed as a
zone of rivalry, power and powerlessness, and ambiguity.

Borderwaters as a Zone of Rivalry
In the 1730s Caribbean, the British and Spanish empires interacted both as trading partners
and bitter rivals.[27]

Beginning in 1713, after the War of Spanish Succession, the British South

Sea Company was granted the asiento contract, allowing them to supply the Spanish West Indies
colonies with slaves.[28]

Issues of piracy and smuggling cannot be disentangled from the slave

trade. Reports of Spaniards plundering British ships evoke a sense of victimization, of the poor
British merchant being unjustly persecuted by the cruel Spaniard. Yet, underlying in these
exchanges, enslaved peoples were also present, but denied agency or humanity. South Sea
Company vessels carrying slaves were the only British ships permitted to trade with the Spanish
colonies. So, company agents would often smuggle illicit private goods to the Spanish colonies on
the slave boats and non-company private traders would sometimes pose as slave ships to gain
access to Spanish ports.[29] Suspicious Spanish guarda costas would seize these ships and claim
_______________________________________________________________________________
[21] Hämäläinen and Truett, “On Borderlands,” 346.
[22] Marco Meniketti, “Boundaries, Borders, and Reference Points: The Caribbean Defined as Geographic Region and
Social Reality,” International Journal of Historical Archaeology 13, no. 1 (2009): 46.
[23] Meniketti, “Boundaries,” 47.
[24] Meniketti, “Boundaries,” 49.
[25] Nathaniel Millett, “Borderlands in the Atlantic World,” Atlantic Studies 10, no 2 (2013): 268.
[26] Tyson Reeder, “‘Sovereign Lords’ and ‘Dependent Administrators’: Artigan Privateers, Atlantic Borderwaters,
and State Building in the Early Nineteenth Century,” Journal of American History 103, no. 2 (September 2016): 324.
[27] In this era, Spanish territories bordering the Caribbean included Cuba, parts of Hispaniola, Puerto Rico, and the
coastal areas of Central America from modern day Mexico to Guyana. English territories included Jamaica, the
Bahamas, the Leeward Islands, the Cayman Islands, Barbados, Montserrat, and Antigua.
[28] Schmitt, “Virtue in Corruption,” 88.
[29] Nelson, Contraband Trade under the Asiento,” 59.
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the merchandise, including slaves, for themselves. In response, British merchants would declare
the seizure to be invalid. A group of Jamaican merchants justified their cargo as being “negroes
Legally sold and Exported to the Spanish Settlements Pursuant to the Asiento Treaty,” and
demanded restitution.[30] The slave trade put the Spanish and British empires in contact with each
other, enabling illicit trade which then provoked violent crackdowns and fervent denials of
wrongdoing. Larger tensions between the Spanish and British Empires blew up in the Caribbean
borderwaters.
Imagery and stories of Spanish violence dominated newspapers in England and the British
Empire. In the 1730s, the American Weekly Mercury ran a story of a Spanish pirate attacking a
British ship near Jamaica, reporting that the pirates “in cold Blood cut the Master and all his Men
to pieces, saving only the Cabbin-Boy.”[31] Similarly, the Boston News-Letter detailed two
attacks made by Spanish guarda costas on British ships. In the waters near Cuba, the Spanish
reportedly attacked the Bacchus, “plunder’d her of all they liked… stript [sic] the Captain and
People” of all their clothing, and “threaten’d them with immediate Death” if the captain did not
hand over all their money.

The captain of another ship, the Runlet, told a similar tale, recounting

that the pirates put the crew’s “fingers between Gunlock Skrews till they flatten’d them… to extort
a Confession where their Money lay.”[32] In the English imagination, the Spanish guarda costas
were terrorizing innocent Englishmen by plundering ships and inflicting unspeakable violence.
While newspapers tended only to publish salacious stories of Spanish pirates, some English
colonial officials did recognize that violence in the Caribbean was not a one-sided affair; both
British and Spanish captains inflicted extrajudicial violence on subjects from the other empire,
violating the peace treaty between Spain and Britain. In a letter to the Secretary of State, the Duke
of Newcastle, Rear-Admiral Charles Stewart called out the hypocrisy inherent in the popular
narrative of the ‘vicious Spaniard’ and the ‘innocent Englishman.’ Stewart remarked that British
merchants had “more than once bragged to me of their having murdered 7 or 8 Spaniards on their
own shore” and argued that it was “a little unreasonable” for the British “to do injuries and not
know how to bear them.”[33]

Similarly, William Mathew, Governor of the Leeward Islands,

wrote to Alured Popple, Governor of Bermuda, to report a story of British piracy. A ship from St
Christophers sailing to Puerto Rico met a Spanish ship, stole the money and goods aboard before
searing his crew to secrecy, locking the Spaniards inside, and sinking the ship.[34]
The British public saw violent encounters at sea as a microcosm of larger political disputes
between the Spanish and British empires. In 1738, a newspaper called The Craftsman published a
letter to the editor that explicitly connected Spanish aggressions in the Caribbean under the
“pretence of preventing illicit trade” to an encroachment on the British Empire as a whole by
_______________________________________________________________________________
[30] "Representation of Merchants of Kingston of Mr. Gregory Commander in Chief of Jamaica complaining of some
Spanish Depredations,” September 14, 1737, CO 137/48, The National Archives, Kew, United Kingdom.
[31] “New York, February 16,” American Weekly Mercury (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), February 24, 1730, Readex:
America's Historical Newspapers.
[32] “From the London Evening Posts,” Boston News-Letter (Boston, Massachusetts), October 14, 1731, Readex:
America's Historical Newspapers.
[33] “Rear Admiral Charles Stewart to the Duke of Newcastle,” October 12, 1731 in "Jenkins's Ear" by J.K. Laughton,
The English Historical Review 4, no. 16 (1889): 742.
[34] “Governor William Mathew to Alured Popple,” May 26, 1738, Calendar of State
Papers Colonial, America and West Indies, vol 44, 1738 (London: His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1969), 109-126,
British History Online.
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“endeavoring to restrain [British] Commerce.”[35]

The writer argued that British leaders needed

to take this matter seriously as “any Concessions” to the Spanish would be of “dangerous
Consequence” to British trade and power.[36] A threat to British interests in the Caribbean was of
utmost national concern, as the Caribbean was the setting where the two rival powers clashed.
The Caribbean borderwaters were a zone of rivalry. The asiento contract opened up an
avenue

of

legal,

sanctioned

trade

between

the

British

and

Spanish

islands.

The

increased

interactions between subjects of the two empires ignited seaborne violence and accusations of
smuggling. The British populace felt threatened by Spanish dominance in the Caribbean, as
skirmishes between Spanish and British ships in the Caribbean sent shockwaves throughout
England. The Caribbean borderwaters may have been physically far from the European mainland,
but they were far from marginal to the British psyche.

Borderwaters as a Zone of Power and Powerlessness
In the 1730s Caribbean, the British state was at once extremely powerful in its global
projection of political and military strength, while startlingly powerless in its lack of control over
its subjects on its administrative peripheries. British subjects argued that they had an inherent right
to the freedom of the seas. While nations had “parcel’d and canton’d out” their lands, everybody
was “Free Denizens of the High Seas or main Ocean.”[37]

MP Pulteney in a speech to the House

of Representatives argued that while nations could have “absolute Property” over land and so
could restrict foreigners’ freedom of movement on their territory, “no Nation can have such
Property in the open seas.”[38] The British took pride in their naval might; pamphleteer Thomas
Scott proclaimed that the British flag was “an incontestable Proof that she was Mistress of the
Ocean” and ships flying the British flag were “confirm’d in their Privileges and Free Traffic.”[39]
Yet, Spanish actions in the Caribbean lead the British to feel as though this pride had been
tarnished.[40]

A 1738 petition of Glasgow merchants trading with Britain’s American colonies

argued that because Spain had “assum[ed] the Power of rummaging and detaining British Ships”
on the open seas, Spain was “claiming and exercising the sole Sovereignty of those Seas.”[41]
British politicians began to worry about the implications of these Spanish actions. In a speech to
the House of Commons, Sir William Windham argued that Parliament “ought to have broke[n] off
all Manner of Negotiation” after the Spanish “den[ied]” the right to “a free Navigation upon the
open Seas.” Newspapers and pamphlets echoed these sentiments beyond the halls of Parliament
into the public sphere. A letter published in the London Evening Post lamented that “they who
before hardly dar’d look towards that Sea while a British Squadron sail’d on it, now scour the
_______________________________________________________________________________
[35] “Letter to Caleb D’Anvers,” Country Journal or The Craftsman, January 28, 1738, Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Century Burney Newspapers Collection.
[36] “Letter to Caleb D’Anvers,” Country Journal or The Craftsman.
[37] Thomas Scott, “The Merchant’s complaint against Spain,” 1738, The Making of the Modern World, 19.
[38] Speech of Mr. Pulteney, March 30, 1738, in The History and Proceedings of the House of Commons, vol 10,
1737-1739 (London: Chandler, 1742), 182-258, British History Online.
[39] Thomas Scott, "The Merchant's complaint against Spain," 19-20.
[40] Speech of Sir William Windham, February 23, 1739, in The History and Proceedings of the House of
Commons: Volume 10, 1737-1739 (London: Chandler, 1742), 417-436, British History Online.
[41] Petition of the Glasgow Merchants, March 15, 1738, in The History and Proceedings of the House of Commons,
vol 10, 1737-1739 (London: Chandler, 1742),159-182, British History Online.
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same Ocean from End to End, making shameful Prize of all our Ships.”[42] Attacks on British
merchants in the Caribbean had left the British feeling vulnerable and powerless.
The British turned to international treaties to reassert the rights and powers of British
subjects at sea. When Spaniards plundered British vessels, demonstrating the power of Spanish
force and military might, the British admonished the attack for violating treaties between the two
empires, appealing to the legal and judicial power of the state. In 1738, MP Micajah Perry
presented a petition from West India merchants to the House of Commons. The merchants
complained that when Spanish guarda costas searched British ships for contraband “according to
their own arbitrary Will and Pleasure,” the Spanish guarda costas were in “manifest Violation of
the treaties subsisting” between England and Spain.[43] In 1739, a group of merchants trading
with Jamaica claimed that as subjects of the King of England, they had “an undoubted right to a
Freedom of navigation in the American Seas” and that by searching their ships on the “High
Seas,” the Spanish were in “violation of the Law of Nations and an Infraction of the Treaties
subsisting between the two Crowns.”[44] The Caribbean borderwaters were the setting on which
Britain and Spain demonstrated their states’ power, regulated by the idea of the freedom of the
seas and bound by international treaties.
The Caribbean colonies were shaped by their relationship to their parent nation, and as a
periphery, they depended on their metropole for support. In response to reports of Spanish attacks,
British merchants and colonial officials asked for the state to get more involved, to reassert the
power of the British crown in the turbulent Caribbean borderwaters. Governor Mathew of Antigua,
in response to difficulties in prosecuting “bandits,” asked the Council of Trade and Plantations for
the British government to expand its activities in the Caribbean by setting up pirate courts, where
Justices would “go thro’ these lawless Islands” just like “judges go on circuits in England” to try
criminal cases.[45] British subjects also turned to British state authorities to put pressure on
Spanish colonial authorities. When Spanish guarda costas seized British ships, bringing the
vessels and their crews to Spanish ports to be processed as prizes, British captains would turn to
the Royal Navy and other facets of the British government to secure release. When Captain
Benjamin Way and the crew of the Loyal Charles were taken to Havana by a Spanish ship in 1737,
Way wrote to the Jamaican colonial government and begged them to “send a [Royal Navy] ship to
demand us,” hoping that a show of British might would lead to their release.[46]
Colonial subjects also requested that the government increase military involvement in the
Caribbean. After the end of the Anglo-Spanish War in 1729, the Lieutenant Governor of Bermuda
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sent a petition to King George, “Pray[ing] that a small ship of war may be stationed” in Bermuda
to defend against Spanish vessels seizing British merchants’ ships.[47] Similarly, merchants
trading to Jamaica felt “in danger of being taken and plundered” and their “trade and navigation
annoyed and interrupted” because of the island’s proximity to Spanish and French settlement.[48]
The Jamaican merchants requested that the government not only send “ships of war” to defend the
island, but advocated that the British government set up a group of “privateers” to “distress and
plunder the French and Spanish settlements” and “annoy and interrupt their trade to and from the
islands of Hispaniola and Cuba, Carthagena and Portobello.”[49] Ironically, these merchants asked
the British government to support the same activities they condemned when undertaken by
Spanish agents.
Back in England, these calls to increase state power in the Caribbean periphery found
bipartisan

support.

The

London

Magazine,

which

generally

expressed

oppositional

views,

published an editorial in 1736 that argued that in the face of Spanish attacks, the British must
“oblige them to Peace, in the strictest Sense of the Word, by that Force of our superior Arms.”[50]
The Gentleman’s Magazine, which generally expressed establishment views, similarly condemned
the “injurious Treatment” of British merchants and stated that they were worth “protection, or
reparation, for their great and heavy Losses.”[51] When the House of Commons discussed
petitions

of

merchants

complaining

of

Spanish

depredations,

MPs

from

all

political

parties

condemned the Spaniards’ behavior. Tory MP Robert Willimot declared that “the sufferings of our
countrymen call out loudly for redress.”[52] Establishment Whig MP Henry Pelham agreed that
the “blame” for the attacks could not “justly fall upon” the British merchants.”[53] Patriot Whig
MP Micajah Perry asked that Parliament “provide such timely and adequate remedy for putting an
end to all insults and depredations on the British subject.”[54]
Yet, attempts by the British government to increase state power in the Caribbean region
were not always successful. Merchants and colonial officials sometimes claimed the British Royal
Navy was not doing its job of protecting British subjects. Governor Mathew of the Leeward
Islands complained to Secretary of State Newcastle that he when he asked the Captain of the
H.M.S. Pearl to pursue a Spanish pirate, the Captain reported that his Commodore “had forbid
him” of abandoning his post at the Island to pursue enemy ships.[55] Similarly, a group of
merchants trading to St. Christophers protested that the ships of war “designed to protect the trade”
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of the Island were “very backward” and unresponsive to pleas to chase down Spanish pirates.[56]
The British state seemed unable to exert its power evenly nor regulate the actions of its agents in
the Caribbean borderwaters.
Typical problems

of

the

periphery

plagued

British

authorities

in

the

Caribbean

borderwaters. With a vast ocean separating the Caribbean colonies from the mother country,
communication was uneven and experienced time lags. Captain Barnsley was sent to Puerto Rico
“with a copy of Spain’s Cedula” to demand that the Governor return the British ships seized by the
Spanish guarda costas, but the Governor refused, saying that he “had not received any such orders
from Spain.”[57] When the Spanish or British government made a policy change their agents in
the Caribbean would not know until weeks later. Yet, historical actors in the Caribbean, like the
aforementioned Governor of Puerto Rico, could also use this time lag as an excuse, pretending that
they had not received orders to avoid having to follow them.
The distance separating the Caribbean periphery from the British mother country enabled
colonial subjects to circumvent British authority. Rear-Admiral Charles Stewart worried about the
potential for lawless behavior in the Caribbean periphery, declaring that “Villany is inherent in the
climate.”[58] Governor Mathew of Antigua expressed a similar sentiment, complaining to the
Council of Trade and Plantations that he “knew not what to do with” the some of the inhabitants
his Antigua because they “live[d] like so many banditts [sic] in open defiance of the laws of God
and

man”

expressed

and

frequently

concerns

about

attacked
their

Spanish

subjects

trading

turning

vessels.[59]

to

piracy.

Frequently,

Governor

British

Fitzwilliam

officials
of

New

Providence wrote to the Council of Trade and Plantations to warn about developments on the
Turks

Islands:

“those

Islands

are

now

become

a

rendez-vous

of

the

English

and

French

promiscuously to carry on a trade prohibited by both nations, 'tis probable they may shortly
become a nest of Pirates and happen to do an infinite deal of damage to the British trade in
particular.”[60] British colonial leaders felt as though they could not control British subjects in the
Caribbean. The physical separation of the Caribbean borderwaters from the metropole enabled
individual colonial actors to effectively become semi-autonomous.
In the absence of strong, evenly implemented state authority, informal networks of power
thrived in the Caribbean border waters. Caribbean smugglers depended on cooperation with local
ports for resupplies and protection. Secretary of State Newcastle sent a report to British Caribbean
governors,

asserting

that

British

smugglers

were

“upheld

in

their

pyracies

by

the

secret

encouragement and protection which they meet within many sea-port towns in the West Indies”
which provided the pirates’ supplies and let them store their booty.[61] Informal networks of
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power existed in both the British and Spanish Caribbean. English newspapers stoked fears that
Spanish colonial officials were part of informal networks of power preying on British subjects. A
letter

published

in

the

Daily

Gazetter

claimed

that

Spanish

Governors

“encourage[d]

these

Depredations” because they would “share the Plunder” with Spanish pirates.[62] Similarly, a letter
published in the Weekly Miscellany accused the Governor of Puerto Rico of selling a seized British
slave ship with all the slaves on board and that he “put the money in his own pocket.”[63]
Seemingly, British subjects feared that in the absence of a strong British state, they would be
taken advantage of by Spanish subjects.
The Caribbean borderwaters were a site of both state power and state powerlessness. On
paper, the British and Spanish states imposed their supreme authority over the Caribbean seas,
regulated by international treaties. Yet, thousands of miles away from Europe, colonial subjects in
the British Caribbean lived beyond the reach of Britain’s authority. The Parliament could not
protect British merchants from Spanish attacks or stop British subjects from turning to piracy.
Despite the rhetoric of politicians emphasizing the far-reaching power of the state and the
symbolic importance of naval domination, the British subjects acted with a large degree of
autonomy in the Caribbean borderwaters.

Borderwaters as Zone of Ambiguity
While the British Caribbean colonies were far away from England, they were in close
proximity to Spanish Caribbean colonies. The Caribbean borderwaters fostered a close relationship
between these peripheral zones. The frequent contact between the two empires and created a zone
of ambiguity with intricate associations between the subjects of the opposing states. Sometimes,
intra-empire

friendships

between

authority

figures

smoothed

out

imperial

tensions.

Admiral

Charles Wager wrote a letter to the Admiralty Office in 1732 responding to merchant complaints
of Spanish piracy and discussing his affinity with Spain: “as for my own part, there is no Nation
that I should be so unwilling to Quarrell with, as Spain, for I have all my life time (I know not
why) lik’d the Spain better than any other Nation… I am a piece of a Spaniard.”[64]

Wager’s

interactions with Spaniards in the Caribbean borderwaters gave him positive associations with
Spain.
However,

most of

the time multi-national associations were not viewed

positively.

Newspapers used stories of multi-national pirate crews as a scare tactic. Newspapers from all
corners of the British Empire characterized many pirate ships as having “men of divers Nations
and Colours” and being “commanded by a Spaniard.”[65] While British newspapers typically
highlighted

Spain

as

the

principal

enemy,

multi-national

crews

seemed

to

pose

a

similar

conceptual threat. The London Evening Post published a report that an English ship under Captain
Stephens was attacked by a “Spanish Pyrate Sloop” that had a crew of “70 Men, Spanish, French,
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Irish, English.”[66]

The participation of British subjects in Spanish pirate crews seemed to shock

British readers, as the Boston News-Letter reprinted the same story from the London Evening Post
two days later, with additional details on how the multi-national pirate crew treated Captain
Stephens and his men “very barbarously.”[67]
intertwined with fears of racial mixing.

Fears of mixed associations in the Caribbean were

A letter from Mr. Smith, an agent of the South Sea

Company, detailed the actions of a notorious guarda costa who supposedly controlled between
twelve and fourteen ships, each employing around one hundred men. Mr. Smith made certain to
highlight that the guarda costa captain was “a mulatto nam’d Miguell Enriquez.”[68]

Enriquez

epitomized all of the British officials’ fears of the dangers of the Caribbean periphery: he was a
mixed-race man with a Spanish name who had a small army devoted to blocking British trade with
the Spanish Caribbean colonies.
The closeness of the Spanish and British Caribbean colonies, combined with the lack of
direct

oversight

from

Europe

allowed

lines

between

formal

and

informal

roles

to

blur,

as

individuals shifted between categories. Unique to the setting of the sea, a ship's flag was the easiest
way to identify the origin of the vessel from a distance. Yet, flags could be deceiving and ships
could mask their true identity simply by changing their flag. Spanish ships posing as English ships
were a common sight in depositions of British sailors reporting pirate attacks. Captain Benjamin
Way reported that a ship “carried English colours, but half a mile off hoisted Spanish colours” and
“boarded and searched” his vessel.[69] Captain Thomas Durell told a similar story, claiming that
two large ships approached him and they “had English colours hoisted” but when the ships were in
firing range they “they hauled down the English colours and hoisted Spanish men-of-war's and
fired two guns” at Durell’s ship.[70] British captains also used this tactic. Captain Thomas
Frankland recounted that when two suspicious ships saw him, they “hoisted English colours” and
in response, he “gave them chase under French colors.”[71]

When Frankland was within gunshot

range, he switched to his “proper colours” and fired at the mysterious ships, which then “hoisted
Spanish colors.”[72] By flying whatever flag was most advantageous in a given situation, sailors
could disguise their true identity and change how they were perceived by nearby vessels. Rather
than acting as loyal subjects enforcing an imperial agenda, sailors followed their own self-interest
and presented flexible national identities. This permeability between national identities increased
the ambiguity inherent in the Caribbean borderwaters; when it is established that some captains
changed flags to hide their national allegiances, the identity of every ship becomes suspect.
Additionally, British sea captains often claimed that Spanish guarda costas were little more
than unorganized bands of pirates. A letter to the Daily Gazetter exemplifies the British suspicioof
the guarda costas, saying that the Spaniards would act beyond their official roles, “exceed[ing]
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their Instructions, or the Time limited for their Cruise.”[73]

Other British subjects took this

skepticism further, arguing that some Spaniards were just “Pyrates… who pretended to be Guard de
la Costas.”[74]

British subjects remained suspicious of the claims of authority made by Spanish

officials. This ambiguity was an inescapable part of life in the 1730s Caribbean as the line between
formal positions of authority and informal participation in smuggling blurred. In the British psyche,
the formal role of guarda costa was linked with the informal, illicit role of pirate.
The inherent ambiguities of the Caribbean borderwaters also impacted illicit trade. British
sailors accused of being smugglers often claimed that Spanish guarda costas had planted the
evidence. In his deposition, William Johnson, first mate of the Penelope, insisted that when the
guarda costas seized the ship, “some Spaniards put on board and hid under the ballast pieces of
logwood” to justify their “condemn[ing] the ship and cargo” by framing the British seamen for
shipping

smuggled

Spanish

wood.[75]

In

response,

British

captains

vehemently

denied

any

wrongdoing. Merchant John Kineslagh reported that he was transporting wood from Providence
when a group of Spanish guarda costas “plundered the cargo” because they claimed the wood was
illegally

shipped

from

New

Spain.[76]

British

captains

had

a

strong

incentive

to

deny

these

accusations of smuggling. Based on the treaty between Spain and Britain after the Anglo-Spanish
War, Spanish authorities were required to return seized ships and pay all damages, except if the
seizure was “made on account of illegal trade in the places and limits prohibited by the laws, and the
treaties

of

Peace

and

Commerce.”[77]

If

captains

wanted

to

reclaim

their

ships

and

seek

compensation from the Spanish guarda costas, they had to insist that they were seized while
conducting legitimate trade.

But the boundaries between illicit, informal trade and sanctioned, formal trade were blurry.
South Sea Company agents, officially licensed to sell slaves to Spanish colonies, would smuggle
contraband goods into Spanish ports to sell for personal profit.[78] The illicit trade piggybacked
on the formal trade to gain access to Spanish markets. Agents of the company had “very often
private and separate” interests from the company and unwittingly, the South Sea Company’s
authority was “made use of to cloak their agents’ schemes.”[79]

In a deposition, William Wright,

a sailor under Captain Cleland on the South Sea Company’s Prince William, acknowledged that
the Prince William met up with another ship to bring onboard some unregistered private cargo.
Captain Cleland sold the private cargo in Porto-Bello and kept the profit.[80] Back in England,
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stories of private traders provoked mixed responses. Some, like an anonymous proprietor of the
South Sea Company, worried that when company goods were “blended with the private trade” there
existed a “vast opportunity” for “fraud.”[81] Others, like one anonymous pamphleteer, “den[ied]”
that “private trade was a detriment to the company.”[82] Still others, like Governor William of
Antigua, defended smugglers, saying it was their “only employment.”[83] Out of sight of Europe,
British colonial subjects could take advantage of the lack of enforcement for their own gain.
British politicians pretended that the state had the same amount of control over Britain’s
Caribbean empire as the state had in England. MP Pulteney argued in the House of Commons that a
“Nation has a Right to prohibit the Subjects of any other independent Nation, to transport any Sort
of Goods from one Part of their own Dominions to another” and so Spain interfering with shipping
of “from Jamaica to London” was as ridiculous as Spain “send[ing] their Guarda Costas into the
British Channel to search our Ships in their Passage from Bristol to London.”[84] In this speech,
Pulteney portrayed Jamaica and London as having the same relationship as Bristol and London.
Pulteney had a vested interest in rhetorically elevating the level of state control over Jamaica.
Presenting Jamaica as being just as British as Bristol validated Britain's claim over the island and
extended the reach of the British state. Yet, this argument ignores the substantive differences
between Bristol and Jamaica. Unlike Bristol, Jamaica is an ocean away from London and much
closer to Spanish Cuba than any other British territory. This closeness to Spanish territories and
distance from England complicated the relationship between the English and Spanish empires in the
Caribbean, leading to ambiguity.

The British and Spanish empires in the Caribbean existed in a zone of ambiguity because
the borders of the Caribbean were, as Meniketti described, literally and figuratively fluid.[85]
Governors of the Spanish colonies claimed jurisdiction over the waters within a certain distance
from their Islands. Yet, this proved difficult to measure and enforce. When English captain John
Curtis submitted his deposition about an attack on his ship by Spanish guarda costas, Curtis
claimed that he had not “sail’d within 15 Leagues of any of the Spanish Coasts during the said
Voyage” and so could not have violated Spanish waters and thus the attack was unwarranted.[86]
Because the boundaries between Spanish and English territory were placed at sea, they were
difficult to measure. As a result, colonial officials began to define the boundary of Spanish or
British control as the waters within sight of the island, which only proved to be more ambiguous
and problematic. In a 1731 pamphlet decrying Spanish attacks on British trade, the author
remarked that English ships could not “sail to or from Jamaica, without coming within Sight of
Cuba, or Hispaniola, or Porto Rico, or perhaps all of them in a Day’s Time.”[87] Because the
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Spanish and English empires in the Caribbean were in such close proximity to each other, there
was no good way to mark out clear boundaries at sea. Such indefinite borders made conflict
between Spanish and British colonial subjects almost inevitable.
The Caribbean borderwaters were a zone of ambiguity. British colonial subjects interacted
with Spanish colonial subjects outside of the influence of the European powers, forming both
multi-national friendships and engaging in smuggling. Even the boundaries between the two
empires were ambiguous, as British islands neighbored Spanish islands and no nation could
delineate a clear zone of influence at sea. The seas surrounding the Spanish and British Caribbean
empires, these Caribbean borderwaters, were simultaneously under the influence of the Spanish
state, the British state, and individuals navigating the unique setting of the Caribbean periphery.

Conclusion
The particular

setting of the Caribbean

archipelago

and the Caribbean Sea shaped

encounters between the subjects of British and Spanish colonies in the region. Anglo- or SpanishCaribbean colonies were an entire ocean away from Europe, but in close proximity to each other.
The Caribbean was a borderwaters at the margins of empire, but the region was by no means of
marginal importance to the British state nor the British imagination. Spanish and British subjects
were simultaneously trading partners, as the South Sea Company held the asiento contract to
provide slaves to Spanish America, and bitter rivals, as Spain and Britain struggled for imperial
dominance. Incidents that took place in the Caribbean, such the story of Fandiño cutting off
Jenkins’ ear, incited media frenzies and sent shockwaves throughout the British Empire: reports of
a Spanish guarda costa attacking a British merchant ship stoked fears that Spain was attempting to
become the sole power in the region by disrupting British trade. British writers used domination
over the Caribbean periphery as a barometer of the state’s relative superiority over other European
powers.
In some ways, the British state imposed a strong presence in the Caribbean. Colonial
subjects asked the state to step in and defend colonies from Spanish attack, to persecute Spanish
pirates, and to lobby Spain to curtail the guarda costas. But in other ways, the peripheral nature of
the British Caribbean to its empire’s metropole undermined state power, as local actors formed
informal networks of power and pursued their individual interests. Some Caribbean islands and
cities became notorious for supplying and protecting pirates while South Sea Company traders
smuggled

illegal,

privately

owned

goods

alongside

their

government-sanctioned

cargo.

The

Caribbean borderwaters were a place of ambiguity and permeability, where the boundaries
between pirate and agent of the state, smuggler and sanctioned merchant, Spanish controlled
waters and British controlled waters were inherently blurry.
Employing the framework of borderwaters to the 1730s Caribbean illuminates these
contradictions. Borderlands theory encourages historians to pay attention to the people and places
at the margins of traditional histories. Examining piracy in the 1730s Caribbean reveals that
British politicians, merchants, and writers fixated on the Caribbean colonies as a region crucial to
maintaining the power of the state and worried about the ambiguous intra-imperial social relations
formed in the Caribbean. Reframing the British Caribbean as a space of borderwaters reminds us
that perhaps this space, while physically distanced from Europe, was not truly marginal. The
British Empire depended on economic production and geopolitical posturing at its peripheries, and
so the Spanish threat in the Caribbean incited British anxieties.
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The Path of Progress: An Examination of Student Responses
to Race and Racism in Student Culture at the College of
William and Mary
Caroline Azdell

On February 1st, 2019, the website Big League Politics first reported on the now-infamous
picture of two Eastern Virginia Medical School [EVMS] students from 1984. One wears the white
robes of a Ku Klux Klan member. The other, dressed in a costume reminiscent of nineteenthcentury minstrels, wears blackface. The photo’s source: an Eastern Virginia Medical School
yearbook page dedicated to current Virginia Governor, Ralph Northam. Though source-evaluating
sites like Media Bias/Fact Check have labeled Big League Politics as a questionable news source
due to “extreme bias,” the photo caught the attention of other journalists and the story was soon
plastered across major news outlets.[1] The Governor was quick to respond to allegations the same
day and apologized for appearing in the photo. However, at a press conference the following day,
Northam revised his earlier statement, denying his appearance in the controversial image, but
admitting that he had donned blackface before as part of a Michael Jackson costume. This
retraction led to a dizzying chain of events, with some calling for the Governor to resign and
others firing separate accusations against other politicians in the Virginia state line of succession.
To find conclusive evidence on the photo, the law firm McGuire Woods conducted an independent
investigation on behalf of EVMS into the history of the institution’s yearbooks, including the
volume from 1984. The final report stated that the firm “could not conclusively determine the
identity of either individual depicted in the Photograph.”[2] After a few weeks of reporting, it
became clear that Governor Northam would not resign his position, and media sources stopped
reporting on the scandal.
Though the results from the McGuire Woods report helped dissipate the media storm
surrounding Governor Northam, the report also highlighted a troubling and recurring theme of
racist and offensive material in the EVMS yearbooks. The revelation of a history of racism in
higher education student media led students, administrators, and alumni of several other colleges
and universities, especially those in Virginia, to wonder, and perhaps worry, about what shameful
material may be lurking behind the covers of their own institutions’ yearbooks. Others have long
known about the darker sides of their institutions’ histories but have not openly discussed them.
Inspired by this trend, in this paper I interrogate the history of racism within the student
culture of the College of William and Mary throughout the twentieth century, while also analyzing
how it has been challenged by the university’s increased racial diversity over the years. I focus
specifically on William and Mary as a microcosm, considering how its circumstances speak to
greater trends in collegiate racism across the United States. My research reveals that attitudes
towards racist presentations at the College have exhibited much variance over its history. In earlier
years, students were supportive of or at best, apathetic toward overt racism, but became more
likely to actively and outwardly denounce racism on campus as the student body became more
diverse and student perspectives began to shift. Much like the McGuire Woods investigation of
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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[1] “Big League Politics,” Media Bias/Fact Check, last modified July 16, 2019, https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/bigleague-politics/.
[2] McGuire Woods LLP, Report to Eastern Virginia Medical School, May 21, 2019.
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EVMS, my research focuses on evidence primarily located in William and Mary’s yearbook, the
Colonial Echo. Since students compose and edit the Colonial Echo, it is an ideal source for
gauging student culture and attitudes surrounding race and racism throughout the school’s history.
Its volumes provide a virtually uncensored perspective on what student editors believed to be
significant and appropriate enough to publish in a public medium representative of the College. In
early volumes of the Colonial Echo, instances of minstrelsy, blackface, and racist content were
abundant and in accord with the greater popular culture of the time. As traditional minstrelsy
began to lose its popularity at the College, racist imitations and blackface remained significant in
student parties and traditions. Since the 1970s, however, student editors have made a conscious
choice to reduce racist content in their yearbooks, instead featuring student organizations and
activities that celebrate the growing cultural and ethnic diversity at William and Mary. Though
some racist material has resurfaced in more recent volumes, student opinions in sources like
William and Mary’s student newspaper, The Flat Hat, exemplify the shift in student attitudes
against race and racism. Unlike the early twentieth-century, students began to speak out against
presentations of racism, initiating crucial discourses denouncing its place in student culture.

More

recent presentations in the Colonial Echo demonstrate how student culture has evolved to be more
supportive of a diverse and inclusive campus.
In recent years, administrators, faculty, and students at William and Mary have endeavored
to acknowledge and expose the history of racism at the College. For almost a decade, researchers
at William and Mary have examined and addressed the College’s historic connections to slavery
through the Lemon Project, a research initiative that strives to uncover the institution’s historical
relationships with race and slavery.[3] Though Lemon Project scholars have broadly studied the
lives and contributions of African Americans at the College, few have specifically investigated the
history of racism in student culture at William and Mary. In fact, the historical connection between
blackface and college campuses has received very little attention in the existing literature. In 2015,
students at the University of Richmond conducted research on their institution’s history of
blackface, minstrelsy, and white supremacy, and Dr. April Armstrong published a history of
minstrel shows at Princeton University in 2019.[1] Other researchers have examined the legacy of
minstrelsy that is echoed on campuses when students host “thug,” “gangster,” or “ghetto” themed
parties. Theater historian Catherine Cole argues that it is difficult to discern whether these
presentations of “neo-minstrelsy” result from students’ willingness to deliberately alienate and
ridicule Black students, or if these college students are simply ignorant of the harmful history of
minstrelsy.[5] Though issues of racist acts continue to pervade college campuses, many African
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_
[3] “About,” The Lemon Project, William and Mary, accessed December 12, 2020,
https://www.wm.edu/sites/lemonproject/.
[4] Sharon Lim, Caitlin McCallister, and Morgan Snider, “Student Life and White Supremacy: Performances,” Race
and Racism at The University of Richmond, The University of Richmond, accessed July 22, 2019,
https://memory.richmond.edu/exhibits/show/studentlife/performances; April C. Armstrong, “The Minstrel Tradition at
Princeton University,” Princeton University, accessed July 22, 2019, https://slavery.princeton.edu/stories/the-minstreltradition-at-princeton-university#anchor-references.
[5] I have chosen to capitalize “Black” in this work to reflect the growing scholarly trend of capitalizing the word to
express respect and recognition of a community of shared culture, rather than just a color. Catherine M. Cole,
“American Ghetto Parties and Ghanaian Concert Parties: A Transnational Perspective on Blackface,” in Burnt Cork:
Traditions and Legacies of Blackface Minstrelsy, ed. Stephen Johnson (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts
Press, 2012), 245.
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American students have demanded and fought for programs and research that help educate other
students on harmful history of slavery and racism and can help lead their respective schools on the
path to reconciliation.[6] It is the purpose of this research to not only educate, but to aid in William
and Mary’s own process of reconciliation. While other studies have examined either minstrelsy in
institutions’ pasts or neo-minstrelsy, this research offers a comprehensive look at minstrelsy and
its legacy throughout over decades at a single higher education institution. By examining firsthand
accounts of student opinions and activities in yearbooks, my research contributes analyses of
unique primary perspectives of students experiencing and responding to racism, underscoring
connections between minstrelsy and higher education.

A Brief History of Minstrelsy
Before examining the history of racism at William and Mary, it is important to review the
history of minstrelsy and blackface. Minstrelsy began in the late 1820s when performers like
George Washington Dixon and Thomas D. Rice presented small songs or skits in blackface. As
these types of acts continued to grow in popularity among northern audiences, entertainers began
to present larger and more elaborate spectacles. The finale of these shows typically featured a
comedic play, often set on a southern plantation or meant to parody a well-known production such
as a Shakespearean play or Italian Opera.[1] They featured all-white casts; before the American
Civil War, minstrel shows were composed entirely of white actors dressed as Black individuals.
These performers claimed to present authentic representations of African Americans, Black
culture, and slave life that they allegedly observed during trips to the Southern United States.[2]
Though many of these claims were largely unsubstantiated, they were enough to convince many
audience members that they were observing actual Black individuals on stage.[3] When audiences
believed they were seeing authentic Black culture, the exaggerated and degrading stereotypes that
white minstrels presented on stage became real aspects of African American behavior and identity
in the public eye.[4] Minstrelsy and its popularity are responsible for the perpetuation of several
harmful caricatures of African Americans, yet there are countless contradicting intentions, views,
and responses from both audiences and performers in the history of the practice.
Traditionally, there have been two popular yet contrasting views of minstrelsy. The first
perceives minstrelsy as an overtly racist means by which white individuals expropriated and
dominated Black culture to ridicule African Americans. The second categorizes minstrelsy as an
original American art form that brought attention to aspects of Black culture that would have
otherwise remained unnoticed by white audiences.[11] Both views are somewhat true, but wholly
ascribing to one or the other dismisses more nuanced perspectives on the performance. Cultural
historian Eric Lott argues that not all individuals hosted or attended minstrel shows with the overt
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[6] James D. Anderson and Christopher M. Span, “History of Education in the News: The Legacy of Slavery, Racism,
and Contemporary Black Activism on Campus,” History of Education Quarterly 56, no. 4 (2016): 655.
[7] Taylor and Austen, Darkest America, 40.
[8] Taylor and Austen, Darkest America, 32.
[9] Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1993), 20.
[10] Stephanie Dunson, “Black Misrepresentation in Nineteenth Century Sheet Music Illustration” in Beyond
Blackface: African Americans and the Creation of American Popular Culture, 1890-1930, ed. W. Fitzhugh Brundage
(Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 49.
[11] Lott, Love and Theft, 18.
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intention of ridicule towards African Americans.[12] Some, motivated by their fears of Black
individuals and miscegenation, enjoyed the control they felt as white audience members in their
ability

to laugh at a comedic form of Black identity.[13] Other audience members felt the rowdy

behavior on stage quelled some of their own class insecurities in a time of rising societal pressures.
[14] Similarly, some performers felt that donning blackface allowed them to step into another
identity free from societal conventions.[15] In fact, not all shows were inherently dominated by
racial commentary or disparagement. The minstrel stage became a platform for actors to lampoon
contemporary politics and issues of class relations.[16] Though minstrelsy created lasting and
degrading stereotypes of Black individuals, it is important to acknowledge the intentions and
responses, including those rooted in racism, of white audiences and performers.
Of course, white Americans were not the only ones to respond to minstrelsy. African American
leaders like Frederick Douglass spoke out against the practice and accused white minstrels of
profiting from stolen and exaggerated representations of Black identity.[17] Despite these earlier
condemnations of minstrelsy, many African Americans performed in their own minstrel troupes
after the Civil War, and Black minstrel troupes became popular with both Black and white
audiences.[18] In these minstrel shows, Black performers would don blackface and behave in the
same exaggerated manner as white minstrels. Black minstrelsy continued to gain popularity and
reached its height in the late 1890s with grand spectacles such as Darkest America. Though these
larger shows began to lose popularity to newer circus and vaudeville performances, minstrelsy’s
legacy continued to permeate American media and society.
The tradition of minstrelsy continued in 1928 when American audiences tuned into the
first radio broadcast of Amos and Andy, a show presenting Black characters voiced by white actors.
Despite carrying the minstrel tradition of imitation well into the twentieth century, many African
Americans were fans of the show and appreciated its complex and realistic characters.[19] In 1936,
the

duo

began

airing

the

Amos

and

Andy

Minstrel

Show

once

a

week.[20]

These

minstrel

performances combined with what some saw as a continuation of Black stereotypes caught the
attention and ire of organizations like the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People [NAACP]. The NAACP launched a campaign against Amos and Andy, hoping to eradicate
the show and the minstrel tradition off which it was built by organizing boycotts of brands that
advertised on the show. The NAACP’s campaign, combined with the show’s waning popularity, led
to its end in 1960.[21] Though Amos and Andy left the air in 1960, the immense popularity of the
show carried negative racial stereotypes well into the twentieth century. Though historical context
reveals a plethora of responses to minstrelsy, it is critical to acknowledge the degrading stereotypes
that minstrelsy perpetuated and the harm those stereotypes continue to cause.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[12] Lott, Love and Theft, 15.
[13] Andrew Womack, “Ridicule and Wonder: The Beginnings of Minstrelsy and New York,” Afro-Americans in New
York Life & History 36, no. 2 (July 2012): 107.
[14] Dunson, “Black Misrepresentation,” 48.
[15] Taylor and Austen, Darkest America, 44.
[16] Womack, “Ridicule and Wonder,” 99.
[17] Womack, “Ridicule and Wonder,” 105-106.
[18] Taylor and Austen, Darkest America, 27, 68.
[19] Taylor and Austen, Darkest America, 149.
[20] Melvin Patrick Ely, The Adventures of Amos ‘n’ Andy: A Social History of An American Phenomenon
(Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 2001), 197.
[21] Ely, The Adventures of Amos and Andy, 216.
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The Pervasiveness of Blackface: Appearances in Non-Racial Activities
Unfortunately, this harmful minstrel tradition permeated William and Mary’s campus,
being most popular from the early 1900s to the 1930s. In editions of the Colonial Echo from the
early twentieth century, many pages dedicated to student organizations are represented with
illustrations rather than photos of their members. Several clubs, though they had little to no
connection to minstrelsy in their activities, were represented with illustrations of blackface
caricatures; such was its prevalence in American culture. In the 1914 yearbook, the illustration for
the Southside Club, likely an organization of men from Southside Virginia, pictures silhouettes of
three men sitting together and holding a lively conversation. On the far left is a waiter with black
skin and large exaggerated white lips, features typical of blackface presentations (Figure 1). Other
club illustrations include similar caricatures in other accessory roles. In a 1917 illustration for the
German Club, a group that organized social dances, a Black violinist plays for two white dancers.
[22] The page for a similar Cotillion Club published in 1920 pictures a Black saxophone player
and white dancers (Figure 2). Though these clubs had no relation to minstrelsy, they presented
Black

individuals

in

minstrel-style

blackface.

These

exaggerated

presentations

of

physical

characteristics exemplify the connections between stereotype and authenticity that minstrelsy
helped to solidify. These kinds of offensive representations also appear on pages that mark
different sections of the yearbook. The Class of 1914’s senior prophecy, a written prediction of its
future, features an illustration of Death facing a caricature of a Black man begging on his knees
(Figure 3). Though not a presentation of blackface, the organizations page of the 1924 volume
pictures an illustration of an individual in what appear to be KKK robes holding a burning cross
(Figure 4). Again, though sections of the yearbook like the prophecy or those detailing student
organizations were unrelated to minstrelsy or racism, students chose to include these images with
disregard for their racist connotations. Whether these decisions were made due to indifference or
ignorance of the harmful nature of the images, these pictures display how commonplace and
accepted these types of representations were on campus in the early twentieth century. Students at
William and Mary found minstrel-like illustrations to be a humorous or expected inclusion in their
printed representation of culture at the College. The inclusion of these illustrations also reveals
how they may have viewed the Black individuals living and working at William and Mary and its
surrounding residential community.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[22] The College of William and Mary, Colonial Echo (Williamsburg, Virginia: 1917), 123, University Archives,
https://digitalarchive.wm.edu/handle/10288/2192.
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Figure 1: Illustration to Represent the Southside Club, 1914. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1914.

Figure 2: Illustration to Represent the Cotillion Club, 1920. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1920.
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Figure 3: Illustration to Introduce the Senior Prophecy, 1914. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1914.

Figure 4: Illustration to Introduce the Organizations Section, 1924. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1924.
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William and Mary Minstrel Shows
Though students used blackface illustrations to represent clubs that were unrelated to
minstrelsy, they included even more blatant examples of blackface to represent the William and
Mary Minstrels. In the 1910 volume, the Minstrels are represented by an illustration of four
singers in blackface with large red lips (Figure 5). Rather than an illustration, the 1924 yearbook
features a photograph of the William and Mary Minstrels in blackface (Figure 6). In 1925, the
William and Mary Minstrels expanded to include a women’s minstrel group.[1] According to
reports

in

the

Flat

Hat,

the

Minstrels

began

performing

after

the

Elizabethans,

a

student

Shakespeare troupe, left a gap in drama programming. Even when they returned, however, the
Minstrels continued to perform and enjoyed high popularity among students.[2] As the years
progressed, the Minstrels continued to perform for the student body and communities around
Eastern Virginia. In the Flat Hat, students published enthusiastic reviews of “black face acts” with
“genuine darky melodies.”[3] Other reviews tout the success of the shows, calling them “a
masterpiece of Old Southern minstrelsy.”[4] Many reviews also urge students to attend the shows
since much of their profits benefitted the school’s athletics department.[5] These positive reviews
not only exemplify how students upheld the minstrel shows as magnificent sources of student
entertainment, but also how departments of the College profited from the exploitation of Black
identity and culture. The popularity of student minstrelsy underscores how students enjoyed and
acclaimed these racist representations, ignorant of how they might have harmed members of the
Black community.

Figure 5: Illustration to Represent the William and Mary Minstrels, 1910. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1910.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[23] The College of William and Mary, Colonial Echo (Williamsburg, Virginia:
1925), 206, University Archives, https://digitalarchive.wm.edu/handle/10288/2139.
[24] “Elizabethans Will Return,” The Flat Hat, November 21, 1911.
[25] “W.&M. Minstrels of 1923 Open Season Here Wednesday,” The Flat Hat, February 9, 1923.
[26] “Minstrel Success; Repeated Tonight,” The Flat Hat, April 11, 1924.
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Figure 6: Photograph of the William and Mary Minstrels, 1924. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1924.

Post-Minstrelsy Blackface
By the 1940s, minstrel shows were no longer popular at William and Mary, but their
departure did not signal the end of racist representations on campus. Instead, the traditional
minstrel shows gave way to the popularity of parties and activities that featured blackface or other
offensive themes. In the 1947 volume of the Colonial Echo, students included a photograph of
members of the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority hosting a plantation themed party. The women in the
background of the photograph appear in billowy dresses, while two women in the foreground have
black painted faces and their hair tied in tight braids to imitate African American hairstyles,
crudely depicting an idealized image of the antebellum South (Figure 7). Student editors of the
section captioned the photograph: “Life on the Theta Plantation.”[28] According to an article
published in the Flat Hat in 1944, this plantation party was one of the several themed parties that
sororities held at the end of the rush process.[29] In 1958, students included a photograph on the
Chi Omega page that pictures members of the sorority posing with four members dressed in
blackface with one dressed to emulate the “mammy” stereotype.[30] Students published a similar
photograph of Alpha Chi Omega’s plantation party in 1965, just two years before the first African
American students in residence arrived on campus.[31] Though plantation themes were popular
among sororities, women’s groups were not the only organizations on campus to host events based
on a romanticized ideal of the Old South. For decades, the Alpha Zeta chapter of the Kappa Alpha
Order national fraternity held an entire week of festivities known as “Old South Week.” As part of
this tradition, fraternity brothers dressed as Confederate soldiers, ventured around the campus to
serenade their dates, marched down Duke of Gloucester Street in a public parade, held a showing
of Gone With the Wind, and culminated the festivities with the annual Old South Ball (Figures 8
and 9). By celebrating the history of the Confederacy, its generals, and the lost days of the Old
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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[28] The College of William and Mary, Colonial Echo (Williamsburg, Virginia: 1947), 171, University Archives,
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South, students exalted an organization which historically fought to preserve the institution of
slavery. Despite the offensive nature of the events, student editors continued to include pictures or
mentions of Old South Week well into the 1990s.[32] Though Kappa Alpha’s Old South Week
remained on campus until the 2000s, students for the most part ceased to include presentations of
blackface in the Colonial Echo after the mid-1960s. Additionally, unlike minstrel shows which
were open and advertised to all students, most of these parties were held in more private contexts
and were usually only open to fraternity or sorority members. Though students still participated in
and reported positively of these parties, minstrelsy was no longer a campus-wide event. Though
the lack of traditional minstrel performances and reduction of blackface presentations in the
yearbooks cannot prove that racist attitudes and actions had been eradicated from William and
Mary, their decline points to a shift in student culture that began to reject racist presentations as
appropriate representations of the school.

Figure 7: Photograph of a Kappa Alpha Theta Plantation Party, 1944. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1947.

Figure 8: Photograph of the Kappa Alpha Old South Parade on Duke of Gloucester Street, 1961. Taken from the
Colonial Echo, 1961.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 9: An Assortment of Photographs of Kappa Alpha Old South Week Events, 1962. Taken from the Colonial
Echo, 1962.

Paving the Path of Progress
In contrast with earlier racist presentations, student editors in the early 1970s began to
include several features on William and Mary’s growing diversity. In 1967, Karen Ely, Lynn
Briley and Janet Brown became the first African American undergraduates in residence at the
College. A few years after their arrival, some students began organizing programs to support the
greater integration of African American students and faculty at William and Mary. The 1971
yearbook highlights one undergraduate’s reflections on his experience with the student-initiated
Hampton exchange program. This program set out to have students from the historically Black
Hampton Institute spend a semester at William and Mary, while a white William and Mary student
spent a semester at Hampton. In his essay, Tim Groves relays his eye-opening experience on
learning about systemic racism and experiencing authentic Black culture from Black students: “I
have begun to realize how effective years of white oppression and arrogance have been in erecting
barriers between blacks and whites in the United States.”[33] Though the Hampton exchange
program was ultimately less successful in promoting racial integration than students originally
hoped, the story’s inclusion in the Colonial Echo exhibits how students wanted to display their
efforts toward greater diversity in a medium that represented the student body. The 1971 volume
dedicates a section to the Black Student Organization [BSO], a group founded on campus that year
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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to promote awareness of Black culture.[34] In later volumes, editors included features on many of
the BSO’s initiatives. In 1972 the Colonial Echo covered the BSO’s Black Culture Week which
educated students on the “black experience in America.”[35] Over the years, events included visits
from Black leaders, performances from local Black arts groups, and even a performance from
James Brown in 1974 (Figures 10 and 11). The BSO hoped these events would aid in the
recruitment of Black students by “increasing the capacity for self-identity and expression.”[36]
These events, which the BSO continued through the 1970s, exemplify not only William and
Mary’s continuously growing diversity but also a shift in student attitudes that wished to include
authentic representations of Black culture in the overall image of the student body.

Figure 10: Photographs of Black Cultural Arts Groups from the Hampton Institute and Representative Ronald
Dellums Visiting William and Mary for Black Culture Week, 1974. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1974.
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Figure 11: James Brown Performing for William and Mary's Black Culture Week, 1974. Taken from the Colonial
Echo, 1974.

Though William and Mary’s student culture has largely moved towards a trend of racial
acceptance since the 1970s, an offensive picture included in the 1991 yearbook reveals a break. In
1991, student editors decided to include a picture of undergraduate Vivek Narasimha dressed in
blackface and headscarf while holding a box of Fun-To-Wash wash powder with a depiction of a
“mammy” style stereotype on the cover (Figure 12). Underneath the photo is the caption: “Gone,
But

Not

Forgotten.

The

Old

South

rises

again,

for

a

day,

through

the

efforts

of

Vivek

Narasimha.”[37] This marked the first time editors chose to include blackface in the Colonial
Echo since 1965, and students were quick to respond to the transgression. In a Flat Hat article on
the controversy, Matthew Corey reported that the picture “caused a firestorm of racially charged
rhetoric.”[38] In the same article, Robin Weatherholtz, editor-in-chief of the Colonial Echo,
blamed the inclusion of the picture on a lack of candid photos from students.[39] Editor of the
“Faces” section in which this photo appeared, Matthew Todd, emphasized that “no harm was
meant by the inclusion of the photo” and suggested that students submit more photos that they
believed would better represent the student body.[40] Though Colonial Echo editors maintained
that they meant no offense, students were unsatisfied with the editors’ responses. In the same issue
of the Flat Hat, four students, Karla Carter, Tiffany Gilbert, Jenee Gadsen, and Jane Carpenter,
published a letter to the editor addressing the inclusion of the infamous picture. They called the
photo “an example of poor representation and inappropriate editing” and sarcastically thanked the
Colonial Echo editors for reminding African American students of a painful history.[41] In
addition to raising student ire, the inclusion of the offensive photo also drew the attention of staff
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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members. In a letter to the editor published in The Flat Hat, head volleyball coach Debbie Hill
declared her dissatisfaction with Robin Weatherholtz’s “casual” response to the controversy and
demanded a proper apology from the editor-in-chief.[42] While some students expressed outrage
at the racist photo’s inclusion and others chose to remain silent, what is most significant here is
that these issues were being spoken about on campus at all. In previous decades, students had
either celebrated or quietly accepted racist representations featured in the Colonial Echo. The
discursive firestorm that emerged out of the publication of the Colonial Echo’s 1991 volume
revealed that issues of race and racism were far from quelled on campus, but at the same time
revealed that students and staff no longer uncritically accepted racist and offensive material as an
appropriate representation of William and Mary.

Figure 12: Vivek Narasimha Dressed in Blackface, 1991. Taken from the Colonial Echo, 1991.

Conclusion
While William and Mary’s student body has made progress in race relations, it is not the
intention of my research to presume an end to racial discrimination exemplified by a steady march
towards an eventual eradication. In fact, it is clear that the administration and student body has
much work to do in learning about the racism of our past and discrimination in our present. There
are still several stories of Black individuals and students at William and Mary that remain untold.
Furthermore, recently students have called for changes to building names, increased coursework
on race and social justice, and specific attention to the needs and concerns of BIPOC students.
Even as there is much work still to be done, it is obvious that William and Mary students have
made some significant progress in cultivating an inclusive and diverse environment. Though early
volumes of the Colonial Echo presented racist representations, students began to decrease the use
of these offensive images starting in the mid-1960s as standards of cultural appropriateness
changed. Perhaps even more importantly, students exemplified their willingness to speak out
against racism as they increasingly felt racist images were egregiously inappropriate
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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representations of their academic community. In the past decade, students have continued to hold
and commemorate events which celebrate the ethnic and cultural diversity on campus. Today,
most William and Mary students are dedicated to creating an inclusive community and working
towards reconciliation. Aside from racist representations of African Americans, there are most
certainly additional offensive materials within the Colonial Echo. There is a need for further
research not only into the history of racism at William and Mary, but also on the connection
between racism and higher education in general. By continuing this crucial research, higher
education institutions can acknowledge the darker parts of their histories on their respective paths
to reconciliation and celebrate their progress in working to cultivate ever-more inclusive and
diverse student environments.
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Introduction
“lock your vino in cantinas and raise the union jack. it’s time for you to register. for your
photograph. your fingerprints. it’s time to let the RCMP know when you’re in the washroom. you
are the enemy. the alien. please don’t let the children know they are italian.”[1]

At an internment camp in Missoula, Montana in 1941, Italians rioted when officials
replaced olive oil with suet for budgetary reasons.Together, a group of men stormed the kitchen,
throwing buckets of suet at cooks, spiraling into a small but memorable skirmish.[1] Olive oil was
a symptom of much larger issues in a world at war. The men at the Missoula camp were just 1,200
of the 600,000 Italian-Americans interned as enemy aliens during World War II. Since Mussolini
declared war on the Allies in 1940, life for Italian emigrants around the world had changed
drastically.[2] Suddenly, working class Italian communities in Western democracies were no
longerviewed as pluralistic neighborhoods, but rather hotbeds of enemy activity in need of intense
surveillance.
This new
hundreds
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criminalization that took hold in the hearts and minds of Canadians, where over 700 ItalianCanadians were held in internment camps without formal charges. Those who were not interned
were subject to heavy surveillance and nationalistviolence from both their neighbors and the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police [RCMP].
At a 1990 meeting of the National Council of Italian Canadians, Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney offered a historic apology to the Italian community in Canada for the abuses they
suffered at the hands of Canadians and their government during World War II.[4] The statement
came two years after Mulroney’s apology to the Japanese community in Canada for mistreatment
during the same period. However, that apology was delivered in the House of Commons in
Ottawa, giving it an official status denied in the apology to the Italian community.[5] The apology
stillsurprised many – including Italian-Canadians, who had either acquiesced to the fact that such
crimes would always go unacknowledged or had been unfamiliar with them in the first place.
For decades, the shame and trauma of internment and surveillance brought about near
silence in the Italian-Canadian community.[6] Italians wrote little about the war on the homefront
and shielded generations of new immigrants and children of old immigrants from knowledge about
the war’s toll. Most historical research published about internment in Canada discusses the
experience of Japanese-Canadians, who endured a much more widespread and severe internment
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[1] Domenic Cusmano et al., eds., Behind Barbed Wire: Creative Works on the Internment of Italian Canadians
(Montreal, QC: Guernica Editions, 2012).
[2] Reina Gattuso, “When the U.S. Interned Italians in Montana, They Rioted Over Olive Oil,” Atlas Obscura,
February 1, 2019.
[3] Gattuso, "When the U.S. Interned Italians in Montana, They Rioted Over Olive Oil.”
[4] Gloria Galloway, “Italians Seek New Apology from Canada for Wartime Internments,” Toronto Globe and Mail,
April 30, 2010.
[5] “A Timeline of Official Apologies from the Federal Government,” Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, May 23, 2019.
Lisa Canton, Domenic Cusmano,
[6] Michael Mirolla, and Jim Zucchero, eds., Beyond Barbed Wire: Essays on the Interment of Italian Canadians
9Montreal, QC: Guernica Editions, 2012).
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than their Italian neighbors.[7] In recent decades, however much work has been done to study
Italian

internment

as

well

as

recognize

understudied

works

written

in

the

previous

half-

century.The first major work to come from these efforts was Enemies Within: Italian and Other
Internees in Canada and Abroad, edited by Franca Iacovetta, Roberto Perin, and Angelo Principe,
which weighs the traumatic experiences of Italian-Canadians with the supposed necessity of
surveillance. A more recent project, Beyond the Barbed Wire: Essays on the Internment of Italian
Canadians and its companion book focused on artistic works Behind the Barbed Wire: Creative
Works on the Internment of Italian Canadians, both edited by Licia Canton, Domenic Cusmano,
Michael Mirolla and Jim Zucchero, focus more critically on the role of the Canadian government,
emphasizing the harsh and unjustified treatment faced by Italian-Canadians both during the war
and in the years following. One essay in particular examines the role of the press constructing the
fear surrounding Italian-Canadian actors in Canada.
This article hopes to contribute to this ongoing scholarship by tracing the buildup of antiItalian sentiment in Canada that facilitated the legitimization of internment, as well as detailing
some of the World War II experiences of the Italian-Canadian community within and outside
internment

in

Canada.

Primarily,

it

responds

to

the

position

of

Beyond

the

Barbed

Wire,

advocating for a historical consensus that views nationalist sentiments as a bottom-up movement
rather than a top-down one. It argues(1) that concerns about enemy activity within Canada resulted
ina wave of nationalism among British Canadian citizensthat manufactured criminality against
minority ethnic groups from Axis and Axis-connected nations; (2) that this grassroots nationalism
resulted in non-state violence and pressured government and law enforcement officials to institute
policies

of

state-violence

through

surveillance

and

internment

policies;

and

(3)

that

the

consequences of this nationalism resulted in groundless injury to and extraordinary resistance from
Italian-Canadians. In summary, Italian-Canadians were victims of a shameful wrath of violence
brought upon them by their neighbors and their government. I draw upon not only the published
literature related to Italian-Canadian internment, but also copious Parliamentary and newspaper
archives, the latter primarily of the Toronto Globe and Mail and the Montreal Gazette. In addition,
I utilize letters and manuscripts housed at the Columbus Center’s “Ordinary Lives, Extraordinary
Times” exhibit in Toronto on the internment of Italian-Canadians.While the real prospect of war
rightfully alarmed millions of Canadians, the target of much of their animosity – their own
neighbors – was abhorrent. The policies, fear, and abuse that such sentiments helped create left
consequential scars in the lives of several minority groups, including German, Japanese, and
Italians.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[7] This is not a comparative study, nor does it intend to ignore or minimize the experience of Japanese-Canadians
during this time. A small minority of Italian-Canadians found themselves interned during the war for a long period of
time, whereas 22,000 Japanese-Canadians – around 90% of the population – endured internment during the 1940s. In
addition, there is a long and brutal history of bigotry against Japanese people in Canada that extends generations
before and after the war. There is much to be said about whiteness in comparing Canadian government policy between
these two demographics during the war, but that is the subject of further studies. For further reading on JapaneseCanadian internment, see Ivana Caccia, Managing the Canadian Mosaic in Wartime: Shaping Citizenship Policy,
1939–1945 (Montreal, QC: McGill-Queens University Press, 2010); and Patricia E. Roy, The Triumph of Citizenship:
The Japanese and Chinese in Canada 1941–1967 (Vancouver, BC: UBC Press, 2008); among others.
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Building Barbed Wire
“We are in a struggle which can end only in the collapse of our civilization, the end of the freedom
of man, or in victory for the British Empire and France… Every friend of liberty and decency
should get under the flag and go on.”[8]

In

the latterhalf

of the

1930s, the Spanish

Civil

War captured

the

fascination of

governments and citizens around the world. It was an earth-shattering event, with citizens fighting
their neighbors in the streets across Spain and insurgents from around the world flocking to the
country to take part in the conflict. When Madrid fell to Francisco Franco’s right-wing Nationalist
forces, it was evident to many in the Western media what had favored the dictator in his battle
against the leftist Republicans: a Fifth Column, a covert force of Nationalist support that had
infiltrated the Republican ranks and shifted the war’s favor decisively towards totalitarianism.[9]
The idea of spy operations in war fascinated the press around the world, including Canada’s top
newspapers. Canadian journalists wrote extensively about the war and, at its conclusion, speculated
the impact of Fifth Column tactics in the wars of the future.[10] When the looming possibility of a
second world war became increasingly likely for the British Empire, the Fifth Column became a
strong source of speculation and fear for Canadians. Many began to question what the German,
Japanese and Italian regimes would do to undermine their cause from the inside.
Among the first warnings of a Fifth Column operating in Canada came from a Torontoarea rabbi named Maurice Eisendrath. On December 10, 1939, he discovered a pamphlet being
distributed by the Nationalist Party of Canada which attributed blame for the new war against
Germany to “the Jews.”In a passionate speech, the rabbi warned, “I would sound the alarm and
solemnly warn my fellow Canadians to be vigilantly on guard against those who wish to utilize
anti-Semitism as a formidable instrument wherewith to chisel their wedge into the unity of our
common Canadian life.”[11] Eisendrath’s warnings, based on the pamphlet he had procured, would
be among the only accusations of Fifth Column activity that was supported by actual evidence.
After Rabbi Eisendrath’s appeal against anti-Semitism, news surrounding a possible Fifth
Column in Canada was sporadically and inconsistently reported. Sometimes, like in the Eisendrath
story, alarmists conceived of the Fifth Column as a political force, with speculations that members
of fascist and communist organizations could be in contact with the Axis powers aiming to derail
Western

capitalism.

Increasingly

common,

however,

were

Fifth

Column

arguments

that

accentuated ethnicity, not political leanings, as a reason for suspicion. In one letter to the editor of
the Toronto Globe and Mail, published on May 2, 1940, an Edmonton writer sounded the alarm on
German influence in Canada: “Every German must be regarded as a menace, a potential spy, or a
‘Fifth Column’ agent. If some innocent Germans suffer internment in a concentration camp, they
can ask themselves how many innocent Czechs, Poles, and others are suffering similar treatment in
Germany.”[12[ The sweeping regard for “every German” indicateda perception in Canada of
growing factions in the war determined not by ideology but by nationality. Letters to the editor
=
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[8] “Canada Must Do More,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 11, 1939.
[9] “‘Fifth Column’ Claims Victory as Madrid Falls,” Toronto Globe and Mail, March 30, 1939.
[10] “‘Fifth Column’ Claims Victory as Madrid Falls.”
[11] “‘Fifth Column’ of Nazis Is Seen Operating Here: Attempts to Fasten War Blame on Jews, Charges Eisendrath;
Points to Leaflet,” Toronto Globe and Mail, December 11, 1939.
[12] “Warns Against Treachery From Within,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 2, 1940.
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like this one, which were not infrequent in the first half of 1940, emphasize a feeling of nationalist
distrust of foreigners from Axis or Axis-adjacent nationsacross Canada. This position that was not
yet adopted by the popular press.[13]
In fact, some in the press tried to quell alarms, encouraging citizens to exercise caution and
praising authorities for the work that had been done already. A week after the letter calling for the
internment of innocent Germans, the Montreal Gazette ran an article emphasizing the lack of
evidence for Fifth Column operations and reported that the RCMP had done much of the necessary
work to keep Canada safe. The article also dispelled myths about rumored Axis-inspired uprisings
in Western Canada, dismissing a plan to seize a mine in British Columbia as the work of an
opportunist, not a Fifth Column plot.[14]
This relative calm, however, would not last indefinitely. On May 10, a Manitoba official
accused German leftists, with little proof, of leading a Fifth Column threat that could “cripple”
Canada, lending credence to the fears held by individuals around the country.[15] The same week,
publications of letters to the editor advocating for internment went from frequent to daily.[16] In
one such letter, the president of the Montreal Trades and Labor Committee, Raoul Trepanier,
announced the organization of the National Patriotic Publicity League, a motley assortment of
community

organizations

aiming

to

fight

“Fifth

Column”

Axis

propaganda

with

Canadian

nationalism pledging to “re-educate” the youth of Canada on “the superiority of the form of
government that functions in Great Britain and its self-governing Dominions.”[17]
Community leaders were not the only ones who organized against the supposed “Fifth
Column.”On the night of May 13, hundreds of people attended an event in Toronto, where local
leaders called for a suspension of civil liberties. One speaker, Ontario provincial representative
Leopold Macauley, proclaimed, “if we find traitors using the laws of this country for the purpose
of subverting our institutions we must curtail certain liberties to prevent this and assure our
ultimate victory.”[18]

Macauley emphasized the importance of reinstating civil liberties after the

war, but the message was clear: Canada was facing an existential threat from the inside. What was
lacking again, however, was the presentation of hard evidence to support this assertion. Nationalist
rhetoric

superseded

evidence,manufacturing

criminals

out

of

working-class

immigrants

and

citizens, imagining enemies next door that could be living among the “true” Canadians.
On May 14, a commentator wrote to the Toronto Globe and Mail praising the foresight of
the May 2 columnist from Edmonton who called for indiscriminate internment. Using nationalist
rhetoric in referring to themselves as “a true Canadian of good British stock,” the commentator
implored all Canadians to read about the activities of the Fifth Column in Europe. The article also
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[13] At this point in the war, the primary targets of suspicion in Canada were those of Italian and German descent. It
was not until the attacks at Pearl Harbor that Japanese peoples living in Canada would be added to this category in
earnest. However, it is important to note that there existed a longer legacy of nativism and xenophobia directed at
Japanese (and East Asian people in general) in Canada for generations before the Second World War, including the
notorious 1907 race riots in British Columbia. See Kevin Adachi, The Enemy that Never Was (Toronto, ON:
McClelland & Stewart, 1979).
[14] “Close Watch Kept for Sabotage Despite Its Absence Here So Far,” Montreal Gazette, May 9, 1940.
[15] “Plot to Cripple Canada Charged Against Reds,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 11, 1940.
[16] “Canada Must Do More,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 11, 1939.
[17] Raoul Trepanier, “Fighting the Fifth Column,” Montreal Gazette, May 13, 1940.
[18]“‘Fifth Column’ Operates Here, Speakers Warn: Curtailment of Liberty Seen Essential in War to Combat
‘Quislings,’ Sacrifice Needed,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 14, 1940.
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bemoans, with no evidence, the existence of a Fifth Column in Canada aiding authoritarian
regimes in Germany and, before they had even entered the war, Italy.[19] Many seemed to agree.
On May 15, police stations across Canada told the Toronto Globe and Mail that they had been
flooded with letters imploring them to take action against the Fifth Column. Police officials told
the Globe and Mail that they speculated, without documented evidence, that active communist
operatives numbered in the hundreds of thousands within the country. Officers emphasized that “a
large proportion of communists here are foreign-born or the children of foreign-born without the
generations

of

British

traditions

which

the

average

communist

in

the

United

Kingdom

possesses.”[20] Ideological targets, like Nazism and Communism, quickly morphed into ethnic
targets as foreign-born residents of Canada from Axis or Axis-adjacent powers and even their
children who possessed Canadian citizenship were scapegoated as subversive agents of a fictional
conspiracy.
In the same Globe and Mail article, the author heaped praise on the response of the United
States Congress, whose Committee on Un-American Activities led the charge in taking swift
action against foreign-born residents of the United States. Citing a report from the committee, the
Globe and Mail warned that enemies could “pursue the policy of attempting to build up in other
nations groups of followers.” These concerns were raised against Hitler in Germany, and, weeks
before they entered the war, “the Italian Fascists.”[21]
The following day, at a Kiwanis Club meeting in Toronto, Attorney General of Ontario
Gordon Conant added the most powerful voice yet to the many calling for drastic wartime policies.
Conant emphasized that there was “no sympathy” in his heart for people, Canadian citizens or not,
who would subvert their country in its time of need.[22] He also suggested that Parliament deny
accused dissidents the right to be presumed innocent in a court of law, clearing the way for
indefinite detention without reason. Later that week, Conant called for a “home guard” to patrol
streets across Canada to intimidate any groups that could become a “problem” for authorities and
protect essential locations of wartime production.[23] The Toronto Globe and Mail sang the
praises of Conant’s courage. It was now evident that rallying cries against ethnic communities in
Canada would not be settled on the pages of the country’s newspapers. Nationalism driving the
rhetoric of the Fifth Column had gone mainstream. In the lives of Italian-Canadians, it would
become an increasingly real threat by the day.

Making Guns from Paper
“I will pray to Saint Anthony to help me find what I have lost.
Hope.”[24]

As more Canadians grew to fear the Fifth Column, organizers pounced on the opportunity
to take more direct action. On the morning of May 16, 1940, demonstrators gathered at an
industrial work site to protest the employment of Italians at the facility. Quickly, leaders of the
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

[19]
“Treachery from Within,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 14, 1940.
[20] “Citizens Seek Police Probe of 5th Column,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 15, 1940.
[21] “Citizens Seek Police Probe of 5th Column.”
[22] “Conant Asks Drive Upon Fifth Column,” Montreal Gazette, May 16, 1940.
[23] “Widespread Demands Presented to Ottawa To Form Home Guard: Conant Urges Action to Meet the ‘Strong,
Popular’ Exhortations,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 23, 1940.
[24] Cusmano et al., Behind Barbed Wire.
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project responded by firing over a dozen Italian employees, hiring British Canadian men in their
place.[25] The headline of the piece, “Local Workers Get Camp Job: Toronto Men Replace 14
Italians at Borden Laying Pipe Line” referred to the newly hired men as “local workers,” thus
underscoring the nationalist implications that the Italians on the worksite were not members of the
Toronto community.
Other community leaders took to more violent approaches when voicing their opinions.
Veterans groups around the country began contacting governmental officials, volunteering to serve
as a “home guard” to patrol streets across Canada with arms in hand. In particular, the groups
insisted upon the necessity to march in neighborhoods populated by ethnic and political minorities
with alleged connections to Axis powers. Canada’s Parliament was slow to respond to such offers,
angering many Canadians who felt that their government was failing to take decisive action to
counter a seemingly obvious Fifth Column threat.[26]
In a May 20 debate in the House of Commons, an MP from Parkdale, Ontario demanded a
response to growing criticismsfrom Ernest Lapointe, Canada’s Minister of Justice under Prime
Minister William Lloyd Mackenzie King. Lapointe danced around the question, emphasizing the
need for due process for Canadian citizens. More worrying to critics, he explained that the
response to mutiny was not his responsibility alone but that of both “dominion authorities” as well
as provincial ones. He added that he had faith that the level of enforcement enacted up to that point
would continue.[27]
A Vancouver MP then rose, demanding more concrete answers for his constituents,
warning that without an adequate response from the Minister, citizens “may organize for that
purpose” on their own. Lapointe, clearly frustrated with the questioning already, asked the MP to
refer to the answer he had just given, and to forward further questions to committee members
working on the issue specifically. An exacerbated Lapointe then bemoaned, “the original intention
in appointing the committee was to give an opportunity of expression to those who criticized the
regulations because they were too drastic. Apparently now the committee will hear instead those
who find the regulations not drastic enough.”[28] Minister of Justice Lapointe, like many ItalianCanadians he represented, was surprised at how quickly public opinion had shifted.
Pockets of discontent festered as May’s wave of fear was brought to a crescendo at a large
rally in Toronto on May 23 that called for a national offense against the Fifth Column. Though
rain caused only half of the expected crowd to turn out to a Toronto baseball stadium, over 9,000
still attended that afternoon. The marathon of speechesincluded tense moments in which officials
were booed, standing ovations were given, and calls for the resignation of Prime Minister King
were made. At one point, a disturbance from high in the bleachers was met with shouts of anger
from the crowd, calling for the source of the voice to be silenced with force. The event’s
organizers pleaded with the crowd to be peaceful and allow security to handle disturbances. As
soon as that ruckus was quelled, another began when a man spoke out against one of the speakers.
Wearing a uniform many thought to be German,the man was badly beaten by other spectators and
flung from the stands onto a slab of concrete two stories below. After the man nearly died from the
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
[25] “Local Workers Get Camp Job: Toronto Men Replace 14 Italians at Borden Laying Pipe Line,” Toronto Globe
and Mail, May 17, 1940.
[26] “Plan to Fight Enemies at Home Sweeps Nation,” Toronto Globe and Mail, May 22, 1940.
[27] Canada, House of Commons Debates, 20 May 1940 (Canadian Parliamentary Historical Resources).
[28] Canada, House of Commons Debates, 20 May 1940.
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trampling that ensued, it was discovered that he was a veteran of the Canadian Armed Forces – not
an agent of a Fifth Column scheme.[29]
The brawl at the rally in Toronto was just one indication that tensions ran high. By May 28,
“countless” anonymous notes had been sent to the RCMP from Canadians raising suspicions about
their

friends

and

neighbors.[30]

Veterans

groups

continued

to

hold

rallies

calling

for

the

resignation of Prime Minister King, whose Government continued to encourage caution and
moderation.[31] One headline on May 27 read “Intern First, Ask Questions Later.”[32] That same
day, the Globe and Mail ran several letters to the editor under the headline “Ottawa Target of
Critical Barrage.” Readers continued the calls for internment, a home guard, and even compared
Prime Minister King – a legend of Canadian politics – to appeasement-era British Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain.[33] Nationalist rhetoric continued from advocates, with columnists signing
their letters as “A Canadian,” and “A Patriot,” and “Canadian-born and British-bred.”[34] One
political cartoonist, John Collins, captured the fervor in perhaps the most violent rhetoric yet,
calling for a “National Clean-Up Week.”[35]
This rising tide of nationalism demanded caution and concern from the Italian-Canadian
community. On June 1, the annual Italian-Canadian Picnic was cancelled in Toronto. Economic
woes, not political ones, apparently caused the schedule change.[36] However, the threats of
armed guards and nationalist parades likely discouraged a gathering of members of a group that
increasingly were identified as “enemy aliens.”[37]

Newspapers began to reportthat Mussolini

wished to enter the war on the Axis side.[38]
News of coming war with Italy pushed further debate on internment in Parliament. Citizens
and the press threw more accusations of apathy at government officials, resulting in a long
outburst from Minister of Justice Ernest Lapointe. In a speech that spans several pages of the
Parliamentary record, Lapointe accused opposition members of inciting hysteria and supporting
outlandish and unnecessary solutions: “it will be nothing but a clear sign of unjustified alarm and
weakness if arbitrary and indiscriminate action is taken to harass a small minority of persons in
this country, most of whom are loyal to Canada.”[39]
Lapointe supported the idea of a home guard, but only if that home guard was small (in
proportion to the small size of the threat). In response to those who suggested any alien could be
an enemy, Lapointe insisted, “let us be careful not to mistake for pro-Germans, persons who have
German names and German descent.”Lapointe rebuked violent nationalism when he concluded his
remarks: “Any persecution of racial minorities in this country… is unworthy of our people… and
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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the very freedom we are fighting to preserve. Nothing the ordinary Canadian can do will help the
Nazis more than the spreading of rumors and creation of suspicions that set race against race and
class against class.”[40]
Despite encouraging words from high-ranking officials in Parliament, public relations
pressures soon weakened any measures taken to protect the Italian-Canadian community. In
response, many Italians began working to assure their neighbors of their loyalty to Canada and
Britain. Italian members of Local 235, a clothing workers’ union in Toronto, made a donation to
the Emergency War Fund. The story on the event was tucked away in a small corner of the
Toronto Globe and Mail on June 8. Days later, Italian-Canadians would be front-page news.

War is an Ugly Thing
“They said he had to go with them. I told them he could go in the morning. But they insisted he
had to go immediately. So they took him away and I was home alone, that night, for the first time
since we’d married.”[41]

On June 10, Italians across the world woke up to a nightmare. Mussolini had declared war.
ManyItalians in Canada were stunned, scrambling to pledge their loyalty and avoid becoming
objects of ostracism. A few dozen Italian-Canadians met in Montreal, representing groups of
nearly 1,000 of their neighbors, to affirm their collective loyalty to Canada under portraits of the
British King George V.[42] One Italian interviewed on the street by the Montreal Gazette
proclaimed, “I am not in sympathy with Mussolini, and I don’t think the average Italian-Canadian
is.”[43]
Still, Canada ordered all naturalization processes for Italians to be put on hold.[44] Law
enforcement officials in Canada called on all Italian aliens to register with the authorities. One of
the first to register, D’Isidore Ettore,bemoaned Mussolini’s decision on behalf of his neighbors, “I
love Canada. Ever since the news came we Italian people have had a headache.”[45] Another,
Francesco Parro, foreshadowed the difficult times to come: “My hope is that our Canadian friends
will be broadminded enough not to blame us.”[46] Some went further than registering as aliens
and registered to fight in the war, speaking out against Mussolini for putting Italian-Canadians “in
a bad spot.”[47]
Despite pledges of loyalty,the RCMP began to knock on thousands of doors across the
country

within

hours

of

Mussolini’s

declaration,

taking

Italians

into

custody

regardless

of

citizenship status. Most would be questioned for hours and put under surveillance. Some would
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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not return home for years.[48] Those who were unluckywere lined up at Exhibition Park on the
coast of Lake Ontario before being loaded into trucks and driven away, most to an internment camp
in Petawawa, Ontario. In all, over 700 men and 4 women were interned.[49]
Canada quickly declared war on Italy in return, sparking widespread visceral responses against
anything Italian. At various work sites in Nova Scotia, workers left in protest, refusing to labor until
their Italian co-workers were released from their jobs.[50] Across Canada, community groups came
together to pledge and enforce a boycott of all Italian goods, even those made by Canadian citizens
of Italian descent.[51] At the Italian consulate in Montreal, a man shouted expletives at the
diplomats inside, trying in vain to recruit bystanders in a violent raid of the building.[52]
Some calls to violence were successful. In Toronto, residents rushed from their homes into
the streets, unprompted by any official organizer, and staged a riot on Italian-owned buildings.
Rioters threw stones, bricks, and rocks into the windows of at least eleven Italian businesses.
According to one account, “for every reported case of damage to an Italian store there were half a
dozen cases that went unreported to the police.”[53] As the livelihoods of dozens of ItalianCanadians were destroyed, rioters chanted “down with the jackals,” a term used to refer to those in
service of an unjust cause.[54] In Montreal, similar riots occurred, and an Italian community center
was badly damaged by an onslaught of bricks and stones.[55] Despite the chaos, many knownfascist hangouts were left untouched, lending credence to the idea that the rioting was not motivated
by a focused campaign against fascism but rather on Italian-Canadians in general.

In Canada, all

Italians were now seen as the enemy.[56]
_____

At

the

camps,

Italian

men

and

women

were

subjected

to

hard

labor

and

constant

interrogation. They were allowed three letters per month, so some Italian families were left in the
dark as to where their loved ones had been taken until the first letter arrived. Many at the camp
resisted pressure from the RCMP to prove loyalty through enlistment, refusing to fight their brothers
and cousins in Italy – even if it was for a just cause.[57] The growing camps devastated the lives of
the families of those interned as well. Boycotts crippled family businesses, and many were left
behind with little money when their primary breadwinners were put in the camps. To make matters
worse, provincial officials mandated the removal of Italian immigrants from welfare rolls, pushing
impoverished families into dangerous situations.[58]

Despite growing barriers in their lives, Italian communities resisted. Women took over
businesses for their husbands, and many started businesses of their own. To counter the boycott,
communities bought and sold things to one another to lend a hand in difficult times. They wrote
letters not only to their interned relatives and friends, but also to their MPs asking for the

release

_
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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of their loved ones. The vast majority remained loyal to the allied cause in spite of the cruelty of
the Canadian government as well as worries for their relatives in Italy.[59]
In the Ontario town of Timmons, the internment of two community leaders caused great
controversy

in

the

community.[60]

Tony

and

Leo

Mascioli,

business

owners

and

Italian

immigrants, were prominent members of their locality. They were leaders in the Italian-Canadian
community, often helping neighbors file immigration paperwork and writing letters for those who
were illiterate. Proud Italians, they helped new immigrants find jobs and start businesses. Because
many of these endeavors resulted in connections within the Italian consulate, the men were
primary targets of the RCMP for internment. Letters written by Tony in support of Mussolini were
used as evidence to justify his internment, despite the letters being years old. His brother Leo, who
had been a naturalized British subject for nearly twenty years at the time, was deemed guilty by
association. The night before his arrest, Tony Mascioli had organized a meeting to proclaim
solidarity with Canada on behalf of the local Italian community.
Quickly after their arrests, the Mascioli family organized lawyers, allies, and friends to
push for their freedom. They sent care packages to the men weekly and exchanged letters with
them. In one heartbreaking letter, Leo’s son Daniel wishes him a Merry Christmas, written on
December 21, 1940:
This is hardly the occasion to wish you a Merry Christmas in the usual way but
perhaps the circumstances will serve to make us remember Christmas in its true
interpretation – that it is a day of joy because of the birth of Christ who was not
born for joy but to suffer on our behalf that we may be spared greater sorrows than
man can stand. If we can appraise our condition in relation to this thought
Christmas day will not have been meaningless to us this year and in this sense, I
wish you a good Christmas with all my heart.”[61]

Several English-Canadian friends of the Mascioli family came to their aid, writing letters
in support of their cause and holding meetings with the family to strategize their legal defense.[62]
They did so at the risk of the community’s wrath. One former mayor of Timmins, J.P. Bartleman,
took out a full-page advertisement in the local paper after being accused of aiding the legal defense
of the Masciolis, denying the claim and listing the names of those who were involved. Blasting the
allies of Tony and Leo Mascioli, Bartleman wrote, “I would deem it as extremely nauseating if, at
any time in the future, I had to give an accounting of my actions during the darkest hour of our
Empire’s greatest trial, and had to admit that that hour was spent in endeavoring to secure the
release of anyone from internment.”[63] Despite ample community pressure on their advocates,
the Masciolis were released on February 19, 1941.[64] The relief of freedom for Tony was merely
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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a brief respite, however – as he was arrested and held for a month at Petawawa once again from
September to October 1941.[65] After an incredibly difficult month, Tony successfully petitioned
for release a final time and was reunited with his family once again.
Not all internees were lucky enough to have a robust support system. Those who could not
afford lawyers had little chance of successful petitions of release, and were much less likely to
have Anglo allies prominent enough to warrant attention by the RCMP.[66] Many had to wait
months before receiving justifications for their internment, if they received it at all. Broad
accusations were often based on scarce and faulty evidence. It is certainly true that some ItalianCanadians held fascist beliefs. However, they were in no position to put those beliefs into
rebellious action, in Canada or abroad, nor was there any notable movement to. For most ItalianCanadians, cultural “fascist” clubs were fascist in name only, and operated more as social spaces
rather than as settings for planning uprisings.[67] Many had been Canadian citizens for decades,
and others had been on their way to naturalization before their neighbors turned against them.[68]

Conclusion
“Why do the police have to take innocent men away in handcuffs? What did they do? What did
you do? Nobody tells us.”[69]

In the end, no Italian in any internment camp was convicted of plotting action against the
Allies.[70]

The final internee was released in 1945. For many of the internees, returning to their

communities was a bittersweet affair. The RCMP had employed various financial institutions to
settle the debts of internees, confiscating and selling off thousands of dollars of property without
the consent of their owners.[71] Moreover, suspicion still hung over their families, who were often
desperately in need of work to accommodate a full household once again. All of this stress was
compounded with worries for their Italian and Canadian relatives fighting both for and against the
Axis powers.
______ Canada was not the only country to intern ethnic Italians. Italians were interned and
subjected to legal and extralegal violence in South Africa, Australia, the United States, and the
United Kingdom.[72] Thousands of Japanese people around the world suffered similar fates, in
most cases to a far harsher degree. For decades, there were no apologies or compensation for the
victims of the nationalist fervor that overtook wartime in the Allied nations. There was only
mourning and silence.
After the war was over, Italian-Canadian internment for many went from a central concern
of life to a deep family secret. During struggles to move on, records of Petawawa and the RCMP
were stashed away in drawers, closets, and attics of families hoping to protect future generations
from a difficult past. It would take decades for the warring sides of nationalism and resilience to
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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come to light once again. Prime Minister Mulroney’s apology was undoubtedly an influential
event that encouraged historians, descendants, and community members to revisit internment.
After reliving the horror of nationalist rhetoric that criminalized Italians across Canada at the start
of World War II, many began to organize for an official apology to be given.[73] Finally, in 2019,
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau pledged that such an apology would come in the House of
Commons.[74] Italian-Canadians are still waiting for the Prime Minister to make good on that
promise.
In May 1940, a wave of nationalist fear swept Canada, leading to a grassroots movement of
Canadians calling for the investigation and internment of their neighbors. After failed attempts to
exercise

caution,

the

Canadian

Government

and

its

law

enforcement

officials

gave

in

to

widespread anxieties and acted upon the manufactured criminality of thousands of innocent
people. Italian-Canadians responded to blatant discrimination with solidarity, resilience, and
resistance. Eighty years after Italian neighbors became enemies to be feared, wounds are still left
unhealed.
The criminalization of Italian-Canadians during World War II reflects the power of fear
during chaos. The enticement of nationalism is strong when people are faced with difficult
wartime

situations,

and

can

turn

neighbors

against

innocents.

More

importantly,

though,

it

emphasizes that feelings of nationalism and bigotry need not an organized mouthpiece to be
impactful. The prejudice of a few can easily spread and harm the lives of many. The movement
toward harsh nationalist policies in Canada during the Second World War teaches us a lesson that
all history ought to teach us: the people united can make change – for better or for worse. On the
other hand, the story of Italian-Canadians is also one of resilience and unity, and reflects another
lesson of history: wherever resilience is needed, resistance has come.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Egypt in Africa: The Greco Roman Era

Jordan Sisco

Introduction
The nature of Egypt’s relationship with the rest of Africa has puzzled historians since
Napoleon’s conquest of Ottoman Egypt in the nineteenth century. Indeed, the study of Ancient
Egypt has, at various points, been dominated by scientific racism, Eurocentrism, Afrocentrism,
and other heavily ideological scholarly lenses. When considering Egypt’s connection with Africa,
scholars have traditionally focused on Pharaonic Egypt’s connection with the rest of Africa,
especially with its closest neighbor to the south, Nubia, a trend that largely results from the
common notion that Pharaonic Egypt represents “Ancient Egypt” in general. However, a growing
number of historians have begun discussing Egypt’s relationship with Africa during the GrecoRoman era, which can be considered to fall roughly between 700 BCE with the first arrival of
Greeks in Egypt, and 476 CE with the fall of the Roman Empire. Previously regarded as the
“periphery” of the Greco-Roman world, it is now apparent that non-Egyptian Africa was closely
connected with both the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean basins. In this paper, I will discuss
historiography pertaining to Egypt’s connection with Africa, and will address three primary
themes of Greco-Roman, Egyptian, and other African societies’ interactions within the continent
and

beyond.

In

particular,

this

paper

will

focus

on

politico-military

interactions,

economic

connections, and, more fundamentally, cultural and ideological exchanges. From an analysis of
these themes, it is apparent that Egypt’s interactions with the rest of Africa—in particular,
Northeast Africa—remained significant even as Egypt was itself colonized by Mediterranean
polities; and, indeed, the scope and strength of these interactions exceeded previous eras of
Egyptian history, resulting in important cultural exchanges between the societies.

Misguided Literature
Before addressing the primary themes of Egyptian relations with the rest of Africa during
the Greco-Roman Era, it is important to delineate where exactly these interactions primarily
occurred. Because Egypt is situated on the African continent while historically retaining close
connections with the Near East and Mediterranean Basin, Egyptology has often been fraught with
colonialist, racist, and ethnocentric views that have polluted the literature. Indeed, the tendency to
treat Ancient Egypt as either the paradigm of early European civilization or, alternatively, to paint
Egypt as “classical” for Africa was the result of insidious racist views in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Racist scholars of this period sought to deny the African-ness of Egypt
because such a connection would undermine their “attempt to match the hierarchy of civilizations
to the hierarchy of races, which Europeans had already defined in the late eighteenth century.”[1]
Meanwhile, because “Ancient Egypt” as a civilizational concept was effectively hijacked from
Africa by European and American scholars, Africanist scholars such as Cheikh Diop, Molefi Kete
Asante, and Martin Bernal understandably sought to reorient the study of Egypt to reflect an
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Africanist view. In a comment that outlines an Afrocentric view of history, Asante notes that
“studies of Africa will always be problematic until we are able to wrest control of the paradigm
from narrow Western objectives in order to satisfy the fundamental needs of Africa and not the
West.”[2] The result, unfortunately, has been a flood of literature that tends to overexaggerate the
influence of Egypt on distant parts of Africa, especially western Africa, in an attempt to counteract
the Eurocentric and racist literature.
The literature concerning Egyptian relations with Africa during the Greco-Roman era is no
different; scholars of all stripes have attempted to exaggerate Egypt’s role in Africa during this
period. In this vein, there emerges three general trends. First, scholars have attempted to depict
Egypt as immensely technologically advanced and have postulated theories as far-fetched as
Egyptians circumnavigating the continent or reaching North America. This is often related, at least
vaguely, to a desire to connect Egyptian society with Eurasian accomplishments. An early
example of this tendency is Arthur Stiff’s discussion of the circumnavigation of Africa. Using
Herodotus’ account of the circumnavigation, whereby Necho II sent Phoenicians and Egyptians to
explore the extent of “Lybia,” or Africa, Stiff concludes that the story was “based on fact, not
fiction.”[3] Stiff relies entirely on the internal logic of Herodotus’ account wherein the key
evidence to support his assertion was that the Phoenicians claimed “that in sailing around Lybia
they had the sun upon their right hand.”[4] From this, Stiff suggests that the only way the
Phoenicians could have sailed from the Red Sea to the “Pillars of Hercules,” and to have the sun to
the north while traveling west, was a circumnavigation of the African continent. Stiff further posits
that the circumnavigation was possible, even likely, because a sixteenth century Portuguese
explorer made a similar trip in a sixteen-and-a-half-foot vessel.[5] Obviously, a conclusion made
on the basis of internal logic and a similar expedition that occurred over a millennium later is
flimsy ground on which to build an argument. In the context of later evidence from the GrecoRoman era, especially in regards to the Red Sea trade network, there are other, more plausible
destinations for the trip in Sub-Saharan Africa, such as Zanzibar, or the likely possibility that the
story is fabricated from the outset, as Herodotus himself indicates.[6]
An additional scholar, Barry Fell, has similarly attempted to connect Egypt broadly to the
world, even as far as North America. Fell was a notorious “popular” historian of the 1970’s who
amassed a large following and wrote several books that attempted to establish that Egyptians
reached

North

America

prior

to

Christopher

Columbus.

For

example,

in

his

journal

The

Epigraphic Society, he pointed to an Egyptian royal cartouche present in Almunecar, Spain and
claimed that there were “Egyptian towns in Iberia” and that “cartouches similar to [this] one from
Spain have been found in North America.”[7] This, however, is a complete misinterpretation of
the evidence. As Marshall McKusick notes, Fell’s evidence is the result of a “pretentious series of
_
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of

revelations,”

rendered

“as

if

scientific

archaeology

had

vanished

from

the

scene.”[8]

Furthermore, McKusick concludes, Fell’s evidence is “all constructed on phony artifacts, phony
coins, phony inscriptions, make believe history and preposterous linguistics,” “phony” in this
sense referring to Fell’s preposterous linking of epigraphic materials from ancient North America
and Egypt whose provenances support no such claim.[9]
Second, scholars have sought to connect Egypt in a meaningful way to West Africa, and
therefore have depicted Egypt as “classical” for Africa. In 1956, Rhys Carpenter utilized evidence
from Herodotus to argue that an extensive trans-Saharan trade route existed between Egypt and
West Africa. In his History, Herodotus recounts that “there runs a ridge of sand, extending from
Egyptian Thebes to the Stelae of Herakles,” or the Rock of Gibraltar, around which “dwell
men.”[10] From this, Carpenter attempts to establish the exact route used by trans-Saharan
travelers and traders, and proceeds to point out likely geographic candidates, homing in on specific
oases and salt marshes along the way. While Herodotus wrote that the route extended to Morocco,
Carpenter disagrees and claims that “in reality it had an equatorial trend,” and that it was primarily
utilized to obtain salt and cultivate date palms. He draws this conclusion from Herodotus’
assertion that the “‘great Libyan Erg’” is “‘probably the most imposing mass of dunes on the…
earth.’”[11] From these claims, Carpenter surmises that the route must have reached the Bodele
Depression in modern Chad.[12]
However, these assertions are largely unsubstantiated. For one, Herodotus’ account is
muddled and confused, simply not detailed enough to support Carpenter’s specific conclusions.
Indeed, Herodotus himself fails to mention any locations south of the Sahara, and “does not
mention West Africa; he speaks only of Libya and the Pillars of Hercules, both north of the
Sahara.”[13] While Carpenter rightly focuses on Herodotus’ mention of salt—for there does seem
to have been some salt-mining in the Sahara—there is little evidence to suggest that this resulted in
sustained trade across the Sahara and into sub-equatorial Africa. Most traveling on the early TransSaharan route appears to be related to military operations instead of commercial operations.[14]
Furthermore, even Herodotus downplays the regularity with which Trans-Saharan trips were made
in that he “records [the salt mining] as if it were a rare and remarkable event.”[15]
Furthermore, recent scholarship has pointed instead to the development of a Trans-Saharan
trade route focused on gold mining, not salt mining, which sprung up no earlier than “the end of
the third century A.D,” not during Herodotean times.[16] Though there is evidence to suggest that
West African plants found their way into Egypt, the mechanism of this contact cannot be attested,
and there is no evidence of sustained, direct contact between West Africa and Egypt in this
context.[17] Thus, while there is evidence to suggest that there potentially existed some contact
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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between North East Africans and sub-Saharan West Africans through a trans-Saharan trade route,
this connection was neither sustained, regular, nor fundamental to Egyptian, Libyan, or West
African economies, and consequently does not form an important link between Egyptians and
Africans in this era.
Scholars in this second group have often sought to c onnect Egypt to West Africa in a
manner that accentuates the diffusion of Egyptian culture, thus permitting academics to render
Egypt a “classical” civilization representative for all, or much of Africa. Among this group are
prominent Africanist scholars including Diop; however, this tendency has not been an isolated or
short-lived phenomenon. In fact, scholars up to the present day have continued to link Egypt to the
rest of Africa, even to regions far removed from its geographic location. In his book, Ancient
Kingdoms of West Africa, Dierk Lange argues that “there are direct connections between the
religious practices, political systems and social structures of certain areas of West Africa and the
Ancient Near East,” an assertion that apparently includes Ancient Egypt, and which strangely
smacks of the racist scholarship of the nineteenth and early twentieth century.[18] Moreover,
Lange suggests, these connections apparently result “from diffusion from North Africa [i.e. Egypt]
and the Arabian Peninsula… [and] these similarities remain discernible both in oral traditions
collected during and since colonial rule, and in contemporary ritual practices.”[19]
Fortunately, such wishful thinking has been appropriately dismantled by West African
historians and Egyptologists. In his review of Lange’s work, David Henige claims that “Lange’s
hypotheses about routes of ancient transmission are… entirely lacking in evidence” and, more
disconcertingly, amounts to “a réchauffé of the discredited Hamitic hypothesis.”[20] Thus, in
contrast to Diop who—while erroneously attempting to describe the diffusion of Egyptian culture
across the continent—certainly viewed Egypt as African, Lange attempts to depict Egypt as
“classical” for Africa, but with an emphasis on Egypt’s biblical, Near-Eastern roots. In sum,
Henige declares that Lange’s work is a “recidivist,” “moribund body of thought that denies the
possibilities of producing autonomous early African history along accepted contemporary guild
principles.”[21]
Meanwhile, scholars in the third group have strangely attempted to argue that GrecoRoman-era Egypt was cognizant of, and connected to, the entirety of Africa. In particular, W.F.G.
Lacroix,

in

his

work

Africa

in

Antiquity,

utilizes

linguistic

and

toponymic

evidence

from

Ptolemy’s map of the world to draw some startling conclusions. One such claim declares that
“Ptolemy’s map of Africa contains more or less detailed information about almost the whole of
that continent.”[22] And while Ptolemy’s map is certainly an immensely detailed cartographic
work, a review of the map itself reveals that Africa—excluding its northern regions and the Nile
Valley—is one of the least detailed parts of the map.[23] Moreover, this is a strange assertion
considering that Ptolemy’s map depicts Africa as a landmass impossible to circumnavigate; in
other words, there is no depiction of the Cape of Good Hope and the Indian Ocean is depicted as
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an inland sea, a direct contradiction of Lacroix’s conclusions.[24] Furthermore, Lacroix’s claim
that there existed “extensive trading contacts” between the Mediterranean and “the area of the later
empire of Ghana,” which Lacroix believes existed already by the second century BCE, is
unfounded.[25] Specifically, the Kingdom of Ghana emerged in the 6th century CE, which
represents a chronological distance from Ptolemy’s map of at least eight hundred years. Moreover,
while Lacroix may have stumbled upon some important and interesting toponymic evidence, such
pronouncements are certainly impossible to make based solely on internal analysis, especially
when relevant archaeological or linguistic evidence is rarely consulted in the work.[26] Indeed, as
Michel Doortmont notes, Lacroix’s approach is “ideological, rather than scientific.”[27]
In light of this historiographical background, this paper aims to establish that the knee-jerk
reactions of these three groups of scholars are unnecessary; from its inception, Ancient Egypt was
connected with Africa to a considerable degree. Furthermore, this connection was rendered no less
important during the Greco-Roman period: from 700 BCE to 476 CE, Greco-Romans, Egyptians,
and Africans interacted on an increasingly consistent basis both in Europe and Africa. This was a
period of dynamic mobility, contact, and cultural exchange. Additionally, it should come as no
surprise that Egypt’s primary contacts with other African societies were primarily in Northeast
Africa; few would similarly attempt to argue that Eastern Woodland Indians and Aztecs were
closely connected in the sixteenth century, though the geographic distance between the two
cultures was proximate to the distance between East and West Africa. And fewer should be
surprised that societies proximate to each other and connected by easily-navigable geographic
intermediaries—in this case, the Nile River and Red Sea—interacted frequently. Thus, this paper
will

proceed

to

contextualize

Egyptian

interactions

with

Africa

prior

to

the

rise

of

the

Mediterranean powers and will address the politico-military interactions, economic connections,
and cultural exchanges of Greco-Romans, Egyptians, Nubians, Axumites, and other North-East
African peoples. These themes will be addressed in three distinct periods of the Greco-Roman era:
Early Greek arrival in Egypt (8th Century BCE–7th Century BCE), the Ptolemaic period (320
BCE–30 CE), and the Roman period (30 BCE–476 CE).

Political Relations
Prior to the seventh century BCE, Egypt interacted on a regular basis with neighboring
African states, especially Kush, or Nubia, to its south. Ancient Egypt and Nubia traditionally
maintained a loose border between the two states at the First and Second Cataracts of the Nile, a
region that later was referred to as the Dodecaschoinos. Indeed, just as the later Ptolemaic and
Roman Empire’s primary interests were to secure their southern frontiers at the Dodecaschoinos,
New Kingdom Egypt’s “main interests were to secure its southern frontier and to monopolize the
rich trade, pre-eminently in local gold, but also including exotic products from farther south.”[28]
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Thus, Stanley Burstein has termed relations between Sub-Saharan Africa and Pharaonic Egypt—
and for that matter, for much of the Greco-Roman era, too—as “episodic,” a “history characterized
by periods of relative peace that were broken at irregular intervals by outbreaks of fighting
between Egypt and its southern neighbors.”[29]
While this view of Egyptian history generally applies to the majority of Pharaonic Egypt’s
history, events during the Twenty-fifth Dynasty signal an especially deep connection between
Sub-Saharan Africa and Egypt. Under the lead of Piankhy in 730 BCE, the Kingdom of Kush,
which had become heavily Egyptianized by this point, marched north, captured Memphis, and
subdued

the

delta,

thus

establishing

the

Twenty-fifth

Dynasty.[30]

This

Kushitic

Dynasty

maintained control, to varying degrees, over an expanse from Upper Nubia to Lower Egypt for
approximately three-quarters of a century, firmly establishing political, economic, and cultural
contact between Egypt and Nubia. However, the rising power of the Assyrian empire and the
dynasty’s meddling in the Near East brought the two empires into conflict.[31] The Assyrians, led
by Esarhaddon, “invaded as far south as Memphis in 671 B.C.,” and a second invasion under
Ashurbanipal pushed the Kushites and Pharaoh Taharqo entirely out of Egypt such that his
successor, Tanwetamani, was crowned in Napata instead of in Egypt.[32] Upon his crowning in
664 BCE, Tanwetamani set out to reconquer Egypt, and was successful in subduing, for a brief
moment, Necho I, the Assyrian puppet of the Sais Dynasty.[33] However, Tanwetamani was
immediately repulsed by Ashurbanipal, thus permanently ending the Twenty-fifth Dynasty’s hold
on Egypt and setting the stage for early Greek interactions with Egyptians and Nubians.
In the aftermath of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty’s repulsion from Egypt, Assyria established
the Saïte Dynasty, which was the last “native” Egyptian dynasty. This marks the starting point for
an evaluation of the politico-military interactions between Egypt and Africa. Indeed, the first
sustained and significant contact between Greeks, Egyptians, and Nubians occurred with the very
establishment of the Saïte Dynasty. Ashurbanipal installed Psamtek I, one of many Delta kinglets,
as the head of this new dynasty to fill the power vacuum left by Tanwetamani’s retreat.[34] The
entire process of establishing his control took Psamtek no fewer than eight years, from about 664
BCE to 656 BCE,

indicative of the significant decentralization of Egyptian political governance

during these tumultuous years.[35] To establish his control over Lower Egypt, Psamtek I “brought
in

Lydian

and

Carian

mercenaries.”[36]

And

it

was

with

these

additional

soldiers,

C.

F.

Macfarquhar argues, that Psamtek I “was able to break the power of the Kushites.”[37] J.G.
Manning concurs, and concludes that “the use of Ionian and Carian mercenaries was key for the
consolidation of political power, especially in the delta.”[38] Instead of conquering into Kush,
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these mercenaries were primarily used to subdue Psamtek’s Egyptian rivals, drive out Assyrian
soldiers stationed within Egypt, and undermine Kushitic sympathizers in Upper Egypt.[39]
Additionally, Psamtek’s process of consolidating power in Upper Egypt required wresting
control of its religious institutions, specifically the Temple of Amun at Thebes, which had
remained in Kushite control until about 656 BCE. The Temple of Amun maintained religious and
political control over Upper Egypt due to the important priestly title (“the God’s Wife of Amun”)
that derived from it.[40] This temple was the medium through which Piankhy and his successors
“had

controlled…

[the

temple’s]

priesthoods,

and

their

resources”

in

Upper

Egypt.[41]

Consequently, to tap into this important medium of political and religious authority, Psamtek
negotiated for his daughter, Nitocris, to be adopted by Shepenwepet II, who was the reigning
God’s Wife of Amun and the daughter of Piankhy.[42] Further complicating this transaction was
the fact that Psamtek most likely demanded that Shepenwepet II

uninstall Taharqo’s daughter,

Amenirdis II, as the God’s Wife of Amun Elect.[43] Manning describes this process of expelling
Kushite control over the temple as being

of a diplomatic rather than martial nature; however, it

must be emphasized that this diplomatic approach would have been impossible had Psamtek’s
military capabilities not matched or exceeded those of the Kushite supporters and the local princes
—or the “majordomo[s]” such as Monteumhat—in Upper Egypt.[44] Indeed, Török notes that had
a Kushite been denoted as successor to Amenirdis II, thus reaffirming Theban loyalty to the
Kushitic Dynasty, there would undoubtedly be a “Saïte military action, against which no effective
support could be expected from Tanwetamani.”[45] In this vein, Greek and Carian mercenaries in
Psamtek’s army played an important role in assuring Psamtek’s consolidation of power.
Moreover, Psamtek I emphasized

the Saïte Dynasty’s “Egyptianness,” and “stressed

through the use of image and language”—including the reinforcement of the state-wide adoption
of

Demotic

script—“their

deep

connection

to

Egypt’s

ancient

history,

and

their

Egyptian

origins.”[46] However, this did not preclude the use of Greeks in the political structure of the
Twenty-sixth

Dynasty.

Indeed,

following

Psamtek’s

initial

consolidation

of

power,

Greeks

remained important boons for the political capital of the Saïte Dynasty; as Manning notes, “the
employment of Greek advisors and pro-Greek policies are notable features of the age.”[47] In
addition to Greek participation in the political structure of the Saïte dynasty, many mercenaries
remained in Egypt and continued their service in the Egyptian military, very likely including
soldiers stationed along the southern border of Egypt on the Elephantine.[48] In 656 BCE many of
the soldiers garrisoned at Elephantine deserted to Kush as far as “56 travel days from Meroe City
in the southern part of Aithiopia.”[49] Such desertion undoubtedly brought Egyptian, and possibly
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Greek, soldiers into contact with Kushites. Regardless of the cultural origins of most of these
deserters, this event indicates the residual tensions between Kush and Egypt, which would further
encourage Greek travel to Egypt and Nubia.
Greek mercenaries remained important for the maintenance of control over Upper and
Lower Egypt throughout the entirety of the Saïte Dynasty’s reign, especially during Psamtek II’s
(r. 595-589 BCE) rule. While the intervening years between Psamtek I and Psamtek II were
marked by a general peace, tensions between Egypt and Nubia rose to the point of conflict
between the Saïte Dynasty and Kush, beginning in the year 593 BCE.[50] Similar to that of his
forebear, Psamtek II’s army consisted principally of Egyptian soldiers, but included large numbers
of foreign agents such as Carian, Ionian, Dorian, and Phoenician troops.[51] Once again, the Greek
soldiers appear to primarily have been mercenaries; however, the ranks of these Greeks ranged
from that of common foot soldiers to commanders.[52] Indeed, the commander of the expedition
was an individual named “Psammetichos, the son of Theokles,” who was evidently a Greek
mercenary born in Egypt and named after Pharaoh Psammetik I, a fact surely indicative of the
significant

integration

of

Greeks

into

the

Saïte

politico-military

complex.[53]

Additionally,

because of the considerable number of Kushite captives taken at the end of the conflict—4,200
according

to

Herodotus—it

appears

that

the

expedition

was

a

relatively

large

one.[54]

Consequently, there is ample evidence to suggest a significant presence of Greeks in the Egyptian
army, a fact confirmed by the presence of Greek graffiti scrawled on a stone at the temple of Abu
Simbel at the end of the expedition.
In this campaign, the Egyptian army, along with its Greek mercenaries, appears to have
most likely conquered as far south as Napata, or at least as far as Kerma.[i] The impact of these
soldiers was significant and their projection into Nubia considerable; Lower Nubia “suffered
serious damages during the conflict” and Egyptian attitudes, especially in Lower Egypt, towards
Kush turned extremely sour.[ii] Indeed, following the expedition, the Saïte Dynasty disdained the
Kushites to such a degree that they entered upon a campaign of “systematic” damnatio memoriae
—an erasure in the public memory—of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty, an act that aimed to erase “not
only the political memory of the Kushite rulers of Egypt, but with an utmost severity also the
destruction of their existence in the other world.”[iii] Moreover, the campaign appears to have
weakened Nubia to such a degree that the Saïte Dynasty likely maintained a fortress, Dorginarti, at
the southern arm of modern Lake Nasser, immediately upstream of the Second Cataract.[58] The
maintenance of this fortress, and what Török describes as a “lack of evidence” of Kushite control
between the First and Second Cataracts, suggests that the Saïte Dynasty maintained control over
this portion of Lower Nubia following 593 BCE.[59] And, again, present at this border were Greek
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mercenaries

poised

to

defend

Upper

Egypt

from

further

Kushitic

incursions.[60]

However,

following these campaigns of Saïte political consolidation, Greeks largely disappear from the
historical record until the invasion of Alexander the Great in 332 BCE, though scholars believe
they generally remained present in trading or mercenary capacities.[61]
Because the Twenty-sixth Dynasty marked the final “native” Egyptian dynasty in Ancient
Egyptian history, it could be argued that “Egypt” as an autonomous concept or society may, in
fact, have perished as well. Such an argument would undermine any attempt to trace Egyptian
relationships with Africa in this period; that is, if Egypt ceased to exist as a separately-identifiable
society, instead of “Egyptian” interactions with Africa, scholars would be constrained to discuss
only “Greek” or “Roman” interactions with Africa. Consequently, before analyzing the Ptolemaic
politico-military

interactions

with

Northeast

Africans,

I

will

turn

to

address

the

relevant

continuities between the Ptolemaic reign and traditional Egyptian society in refuting such a view.
Alexander’s initial conquest of Egypt in 332 BCE reflected his belief in ruling over large
foreign entities by respecting traditional sources of power and authority, albeit with some obvious
caveats. While the previous Persian occupation of Egypt had been viewed as extremely oppressive
by native Egyptians (Alexander was possibly hailed as a “liberator” by Egyptians), it appears that
Alexander actually intended his Egyptian province to be ruled in a similar capacity to that of his
Persian predecessors. That is, Alexander sought “to honor local customs and practices in so far as
possible,” thus retaining the embedded political structure.[62] While Burstein has argued that
Alexander was not received as a “liberator,” as scholars have previously suggested, his argument
is a revision of degree instead of an absolute historical revision.[63] For instance, Burstein
provides evidence that Alexander did take over several important fiscal and religious institutions,
thus altering their “Egyptianness.”[64] However, conflicting evidence remains in support of the
traditional view of Alexander as a liberal “liberator”: evidence from Memphis “records an order of
Alexander’s commander… to the effect that soldiers in Egypt (as indeed elsewhere in the
Hellenistic world) should respect sacred space[s].”[65] Thus, while certain Egyptian elites, such as
Pediese, became frustrated with Alexander’s rule after a few years, Burstein’s revisions may be
taken in stride with the traditional view of Alexander as a liberator. After all, it is difficult to
expect Alexander to have established a fully liberalized imperial control over Egypt in such a short
timeframe, especially in the midst of a military campaign.
Following Alexander’s death in 323 BCE, the Ptolemaic Empire was founded as one of
many splinter states from his collapsed empire. Alexander’s sudden death led the Ptolemies to
quickly embark on an effort to establish their dominion over Egypt, an effort that Manning argues
primarily aimed to maintain an emphasis on traditional Egyptian avenues of authority. Indeed, he
posits that “the Ptolemies governed their core territory by exercising power not over society, but
rather through it.”[66] In this vein, he asserts, the Ptolemies adopted “a pharaonic mode of
governance” in which “they fit themselves into long-term Egyptian history.”[67] The Ptolemaic
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Empire’s concerns to the south were primarily economic, and thus the political arm of its
interactions to the south were aimed at maintaining connections with Nubians and Africans on the
coast of the Red Sea. “Ptolemaic governance, then,” Manning continues, “was a hybrid that
combined Greek and Egyptian institutions in a way designed to allocate ‘free floating’ resources in
new directions, principally for fighting wars and other state-building activities.”[68]
Furthermore, from a more specifically politico-military standpoint, the Ptolemaic army’s
backbone remained Egyptian throughout Ptolemaic rule; therefore, Ptolemaic military expeditions
into Nubia and in Northeast Africa necessarily involved Egyptians. Indeed, Christelle FischerBovet argues that the machimoi, which was a military unit comprised almost entirely of native
Egyptians, “seem to have played an increasing role in the Ptolemaic army and represented an everlarger share of it.”[69] These machimoi, Fischer-Bovet posits, were not part of the lowest class of
Ptolemaic society; instead, they were often better off than the average Ptolemaic-era farmer.[70] In
other words, Greeks did not unilaterally control Egypt during this period, nor did they unilaterally
interact with Africans militarily. Thus, we may discuss the interactions between the Ptolemaic
Empire and North East Africa throughout this period as comprising a mix of Greeks, Egyptians,
and other Africans without hesitation.
Similar

to

previous

iterations

of Egyptian empire

building, the Ptolemaic Empire

maintained relations with Nubia to its south. And, like dynasties before, these relations often
oscillated between conflict and peace in the intervening years; as Burstein concludes for Pharaonic
and Greco-Roman Egypt, their relationship to Nubia was an “episodic” one initially.[71] This
episodic relationship was reinforced by the fact that the primary aim of Ptolemaic foreign policy to
the south was “securing Egypt’s southern frontier and her access to the raw materials of the
Sudan,” which included, in large part, war elephants, gold, and other assorted imported goods.[72]
Furthermore, Ptolemaic Egypt initially maintained a similar border to Nubia as Pharaonic Egypt
had in previous centuries: Aswan at the First Cataract.[73]
However, conflict did occasionally break out: most notably with Ptolemy II’s campaign
into Nubia in 275 or 274 BCE. Agatharchides is one of the primary sources for this campaign, and
while he erroneously describes this expedition as the first instance of Greeks travelling to
Aithiopia,

he

correctly

understands

the

expedition’s

importance

to

the

development

of

the

Ptolemaic Empire and Nubia’s connection to the Mediterranean Basin. Specifically, Agatharchides
relates that Ptolemy II “‘with a Greek army, was the first who made an expedition into Aithiopia;
and from that time knowledge about this country has been more accurate.’”[i] While the Ptolemaic
Empire’s border had previously ended at Aswan, this conflict brought Greeks and Egyptians
further south into Nubia. In particular, the new Ptolemaic border extended to the region in between
the First and Second Cataracts, later called the Triakontaschoinos.[75] Török and Burstein suggest
that this expansion may have been a form of “‘intimidation,’” as Meroe had suffered not only
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“military

defeat

and

loss

of

territory,

but

it

also

had

to

acquiesce

to

Ptolemaic

claims

of

suzerainty.”[76] And, “even more important, Meroe had to endure foreign penetration of its territory
on a scale unparalleled since the second millennium B.C.”[77]

Furthermore, this expansion may have derived from a desire to pacify the border region
and the upstart, ethnocentric Upper Egyptians who might “avail themselves of Kushite aid against
the Ptolemaic rule.”[78] Additionally, by penetrating further south, and thus asserting power over
Kush, the Ptolemies maintained connections to Upper Nubia and its economic resources—especially
elephants–– to be used in Ptolemaic military campaigns.[79] Indeed, Frank Snowden posits that the
connection between Egypt and Nubia had been disrupted in the aftermath of the retreat of the
Twenty-fifth Dynasty, and, as a result, the Ptolemaic Empire sought to reestablish the preexisting
connections.[80] Thus, by securing the southern border and extending further south, the Ptolemies
obtained access to the gold fields in the Eastern Desert. And, in an important measure of continuity,
Ptolemaic administration of the newly-conquered region was centered on the Temple of Isis, a
traditionally-Egyptian religious center, in a practice that would carry through Ptolemy VI’s reign.
[81]

However, while the Ptolemies, and thus Egyptians as well, certainly maintained relatively
similar borders and trends of interactions with Nubians during this period in comparison with
previous eras, Roman Egypt’s politico-military interactions with North East Africa illustrate an
increasing depth of interaction from previous eras. Egypt was incorporated into the Roman Empire
with Octavian’s defeat of Mark Antony at the Battle of Actium in 31 BCE and Cleopatra’s suicide
in 30 BCE.[82] And with the establishment of Egypt as a formal province, it is likely that Roman
legions began recruiting not only from its traditional sources, but from local Egyptian populations
as well.[83] Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that the Roman army recruited significantly,
indeed almost primarily, from Africa and Egypt in the First and Second Centuries CE, indicative of
the high likelihood that Egyptians were also present in the Roman army soon after Egypt’s
establishment as a province.[84]

Following Antony’s defeat, Egypt became one of the most important territories of the
Roman Empire, providing much of Rome’s wheat and grain imports. To consolidate

his control

over Egypt, and Rome’s access to these resources, Octavian—who by this point was known as
Augustus—dispatched C. Cornelius Gallus to suppress a revolt in Upper Egypt and to establish the
province’s southern border.[85] Gallus’ effective subjugation of the revolting Upper Egyptians
likely intimidated Meroe into sending an embassy to Philae in 29 BCE.[86] This Meroite royal
embassy agreed to a treaty that “formally recognized the king as a client of Rome and appointed a
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subordinate Meroitic tyrannus to govern, under Roman protection, the territory extending from
Philae to Wadi Halfa’”—or, the Triakontaschoinos—thus establishing the Egyptian border at a
similar geographic location as previous eras.[87]
This settlement, however, failed to endure as Nubians began to complain of injustices
thrust upon them by the Nomarchs of Upper Egypt only five years later.[88] The resulting
conflicts were grand in scale and brought significant numbers of Romans, Egyptians, and Nubians
into close proximity. In 25 BCE, a force of 30,000 Meroites invaded the Triakontaschoinos after
Aelius Gallus sent the Roman legions in Egypt to Arabia Felix, or modern-day Yemen.[89] The
invading Kushite force, along with revolting Upper Egyptians and Lower Nubians, sacked Philae,
Elephantine, and Syrene, taking with them a significant number of prisoners.[90] It is likely that
Meroe intended to end its client status to Rome by inflicting enough casualties to make Roman
dominance of the border region too costly to maintain.[91] While they found some initial success,
the Meroitic Army was eventually pushed back under the head of the Prefect C. Petronius, who
managed to defeat superior numbers of Kushites and sack the town of Napata.[92] Augustus’ Res
Gestae reflects his pride at defeating Nubia in these conflicts, relating that “‘great numbers of both
enemy peoples were killed in battle and many towns were captured.’”[93] And, of these towns,
“‘in Aithiopia one [army] came as far as the town of Napata, to which Meroe is very close,’” and
sacked it.[94] Thus, in terms of absolute military engagement, this conflict, which assuredly
brought Egyptians, Romans, and Nubians together in close proximity, was the “high-water mark of
Rome’s expansion southwards.”[95]
Moreover, around 61 CE, a pseudo military-scientific expedition was sent by Nero to
explore the extent of the Nile, bringing Romans and Egyptians even deeper into Nubia. Seneca
relates that “‘I indeed heard the two centurions, sent by Nero, who loves dearly all virtues but
especially truth, to discover the source of the Nile.’”[96] Significantly, this expedition appears to
have penetrated to the Sudd, far south of Meroe’s political boundaries;

it penetrated further south

than any Europeans would travel until the nineteenth century.[97] Beyond scientific interest, this
expedition likely had a politico-military basis, as evidence points to a burgeoning Roman military
presence in Egypt in the years preceding the expedition. Indeed, Richard Alston suggests that
“Nero was attracted by the prospect of conquest in the area.”[98] Thus, it is possible that the
increased presence of soldiers in the north coincided with the expedition south because Nero was
considering

a

Nubian

campaign.[99]

Regardless

of

the

military

or

scientific

basis

for

the
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expedition, the fact that such an expedition was conceived and enacted in the first place is surely
indicative of the broader and deeper extent of Roman, Egyptian, and Nubian political interactions
than previous periods. And, as signified by the growing presence of Egyptians in the Roman
military, it was no less an Egyptian interaction with Nubia than before.

Economic Connections in Africa
Secondly, throughout the Greco-Roman Era, Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, and neighboring
Africans became increasingly economically connected. The first significant interactions between
Greeks, Egyptians, and Nubians occurred closely in the wake of Psamtek I’s consolidation of
power in Egypt with the use of Greek mercenaries. Following this consolidation, Greek merchants
also arrived in Egypt and began settling parts of the delta region. The number of Greek immigrants
was so great that trading posts began cropping up throughout the delta, and the most prominent of
these, Naukratis, grew into a bustling trading hub. Naukratis was eventually ceded to Greek
control by Ahmose II of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty in the mid-sixth century BCE to function as a
merchant colony; however, evidence suggests that Greeks were arriving in Egypt by at least the
last quarter of the seventh century BCE.[100]
Naukratis was a unique Greek settlement in that it was not a traditional apoikia, or colony.
Instead,

it

was

sponsored

by

twelve

different

Greek

cities

and

was

“held

under

the

strict

administrative regulation of the Egyptian pharaohs.”[101] Moreover, Naukratis was not just a
temporary trading site to be occupied during certain months of the year; it was a permanent
settlement that grew into a large city of Greek and Egyptian temples made of stone imported from
the Aegean.[102] And, from this settlement, Egypt, and Nubia indirectly, obtained access to Greek
wine, oil, wood, silver, and iron.[103] This trade was large enough to require an increased level of
monetization to sustain commerce, as indicated by the extensive Greek and Egyptian coin hoards
present in the western Delta dated to this period.[104] Evidence of Greek commercial connection
to Nubia is additionally attested by the import of one of Nubia’s historically dominant exports:
ivory.[105]

While

trade

during

this

period

was

certainly

sustained

and

extensive,

Greek

commercial contacts to Nubia remained somewhat peripheral, a fact that certainly limited overall
Greek knowledge of Meroe.
However, with the rise of the Ptolemaic Empire, a dramatic increase in Greek, Egyptian,
and Nubian commercial connections arose, especially in regard to elephant hunting. As previously
noted, from a politico-military standpoint the Ptolemaic Empire was primarily interested in
maintaining its borders with Nubia in order to obtain access to the economic resources of subSaharan Africa. These resources included ivory, gold, slaves, and other trade goods typical of the
period. In this vein, the empire maintained extensive contacts with Nubia through the traditional
mediums of economic exchange: namely, Nile-based luxuries and the staple good trade. As
Manning describes, the Ptolemaic state itself seems to have been developed in pursuit of the goal
of “revenue capture,” which encouraged the formation of extensive trade networks connecting
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Nubia

to

the

Mediterranean

Basin

and

beyond.[106]

However,

Burstein

notes

that

while

“merchants who traveled and traded in the Sudan were useful” sources of information about Meroe
and were important to the economy, the Ptolemaic elephant hunting program was among the most
important state-run programs and provided much closer contact between Greeks, Egyptians, and
Africans than this general trade.[107]
The elephant hunting program developed largely because the locus of Ptolemaic foreign
policy concerns centered on the Seleucid Empire in the Middle East instead of Nubia, a fact that
additionally explains the decreasing military tensions between the Ptolemaic Empire and Meroe
after Ptolemy II’s campaigns. Like the Ptolemies, the Seleucids were an Alexandrian successor
state with borders stretching approximately from modern Syria to a border with the northern
Indian kingdoms; it was, in other words, the inheritor of traditional Persian territory. As a result,
the Seleucids obtained monopolistic access to the elephants of India and thus possessed a
significant

military

advantage

over

the

Ptolemies.

Consequently,

this

military

imbalance

encouraged the development of a state-run elephant hunting program, which would remain the
most important economic connection to Nubia for the next three-quarters of a century.[108]
The mechanics of the hunting program itself reveal the extensive contacts that resulted
from its execution. During this period, elephants were primarily located in sub-Saharan Africa and
India, which left Meroe as the primary contact through which elephants could be procured for the
Ptolemies. As a result, “an extensive infrastructure of ports, hunting stations and transport and
training facilities was created in Egypt and the Red Sea basin” for the development of an
indigenous Ptolemaic African elephant corps.[109] Lionel Casson points to Philadelphus as the
progenitor of the impressive program and notes that the first hunting outpost, Philotera, was
established seventy miles south of the Gulf of Suez in 270 BCE.[110] Casson views this program
as

an

impressive

accomplishment

in

that

“elephant

hunting,

and

the

training

of

the

beasts

captured… had to be systematized from the start.”[111] Furthermore, the parties that participated
in these hunts were pluralistic; Indian mahouts and their successors, Greek-speaking Egyptians,
who formed the main corps of hunters, Nubian guides used to locate and hunt the elephants
themselves, and Ptolemaic elites in charge of managing the process from Alexandria and Memphis
were all essential to the success of the program.[112] And these parties were not small: one of the
most clearly documented examples points to a total of 231 individuals participating in one
elephant hunt.[113] Thus, from the start, this elephant hunting program brought significant contact
between Greeks, Egyptians, and Northeast Africans.
After establishing trading ports on the coast, elephant hunting parties would travel deep
inland to locate elephant herds. Elephants that were captured in the inland parts of Nubia and subSaharan Africa were then led to the coast and transported up the red sea to Lower Egypt, where
_
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they entered a training program at Memphis.[114] However, because transporting elephants on
water

required

the

elephants

to

be

partially

“broken-in

and

a

specialized

level

of

naval

sophistication, it is clear that this program required skilled laborers and engineers at the trading
posts themselves.”[115] Thus, the hunting bases themselves often transformed into small towns of
exchange north and south that remained in service long after the elephant hunting program ceased.
And, this trade was not located solely in trading towns close to Egypt; as the stock of elephants
decreased in the northern locations, the hunting bases progressively shifted further south, moving
as far as two-thirds or more down the length of the Red Sea.[116] This ever-southward trajectory
brought increased contact between Egyptians, Greeks, and Nubians; indeed, one easily overlooked
consideration is the considerable length of time required to track, hunt, train, and transport the
elephants north. These bases and hunting expeditions fostered deep relations between Greeks,
Egyptians, Nubians, and other neighboring Africans, thereby increasing awareness of Egypt’s
neighbors to the south.
While these hunts would remain the centerpiece of Nubian-Ptolemaic economic relations
during this period, they would eventually cease after about three-quarters of a century. The decline
of elephant hunting can be traced to two primary factors: the ecological exhaustion of elephant
resources and the decline of the Seleucid elephant corps. As previously noted, hunting bases were
progressively established further south down the Red Sea as hunting parties found it more difficult
to obtain elephants. Correspondingly, Matthew Cobb argues that “the factor which is arguably
most significant in causing a decline in Ptolemaic elephant hunting is the exhaustion of the more
easily accessible coastal hunting grounds.”[117] Instead of traversing further into the interior of
Nubia from the seacoast bases, the elephant hunting parties determined to simply pack up and
move south where new herds of elephants could be found more easily.[118] To evidence the
apparently long-term ecological impacts of the Ptolemaic hunting program, Cobb notes that in the
first century CE both Pliny the Elder and the Periplus Maris Erythraei claimed that ivory was hard
to find on the east coast of Africa.[119] This also helps to explain why the cost-benefit analysis
eventually shifted in favor of pursuing other economic interests. While Northeast African elephant
stocks were not completely destroyed in the process of Ptolemaic and Meroitic hunting, they were
decimated enough to render the hunting program too costly.[120] Nevertheless, through the
process of elephant hunting Greeks, Egyptians, and Africans participated in a sustained institution
of economic exchange. They simultaneously established the seeds of the Red Sea trade, which
would later be dominated by Roman Egypt, Meroe, and Axum.
Roman Egypt’s economic connections with Africans remained focused, like Egypt’s
previous eras, upon Nubia and Northeast Africa; however, by about 200 CE, the Kingdom of
Meroe began decreasing in importance to Axum. By Rome’s conquest of Egypt in 31-30 BCE, the
north-south Nile River trade route and the Red Sea trading networks that had begun to crop up
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during the Ptolemaic elephant hunting program had crystallized and linked the Mediterranean
Basin, India, and Eastern Africa into an unprecedentedly vast trading network. Following the initial
conquests deep into Nubia, Rome maintained its frontier in the region between the First and Second
Cataracts, like the Ptolemaic and Pharaonic empires before, and similarly remained interested in
gold of the Eastern Desert.[121] Just as before, much of the commerce from Meroe travelled
through the intermediary of the Nile by ship. Of the primary goods traded, Meroe imported “luxury
items in bronze, silver and glass as well as pottery and some grain and oil” from Roman Egypt, and
exported “ivory, gold, wild animals, hides, spices and slaves” to Roman Egypt.[122] Much of this
commerce flowing north and south along the Nile River would continue to pass through the
important temple complex at Philae, generating important cultural exchange in addition to simple
economic exchange.

However, while Rome maintained significant commercial contacts with Meroe through
this direct path, the Red Sea route became much more important commercially to Rome, Egypt,
Northeast Africa, and the Mediterranean in the first two centuries CE. As Thompson notes, starting
around 250 CE, the “economic crisis in Egypt, and the almost constant warfare which obstructed the
Nile valley trade routes resulted in a drastic reduction of the flow of trade between Meroe and
Rome” such that by 297 CE it had ceased altogether.[123] This decreasing trade left Meroe,
previously a protectorate of Rome, to the “mercy of Noba, Blemmye and Axumite attacks,” which
ultimately led to the essential dissolution of the kingdom.[124]

Unlike its early military-based interactions with Meroe, Rome’s interactions with Axum,
an empire centered in the Ethiopian highlands at Adulis, were largely commercial; there is no
historically recorded conflict between Rome and Axum. Instead, relations remained generally neutral
until about the third century CE, when Rome and Axum signed a treaty guaranteeing Roman citizens’
safety within Axum.[125] Otherwise, the relationship appears to have been centered on commercial
exchange in the Red Sea. Moreover, Rome’s early interest in the Red Sea region is indicated by
Augustus’ concurrent expeditions into Arabia Felix and Nubia, both of which were aimed at
establishing Roman dominance in the Red Sea and East African trade routes.[126] The primary
source document that outlines the Red Sea trade is the Periplus maris Erythraei, which is a
“handbook for merchants or ship captains who, starting from the Red Sea ports of Egypt, sailed south
to trade along the coast of Africa or east to trade along those of Arabia and India.”[127] The Periplus
was likely written sometime between 60 and 120 CE and describes each of the major ports along the
Red Sea trade route. Among the ports listed, it is evident that Roman Egyptians and Africans were
connected to South East Africa and India. Significantly, this network extended as far south as
Zanzibar, which was named Rhapata during this period, and as far east as

the Ganges river in India.
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While there is often a tendency to overstate the depth of connections between ancient
societies, especially when considering those generally viewed as being on the periphery, the Red
Sea trade between Rome, Axum, and foreign polities was neither sporadic nor limited in nature.
Moreover, the merchants involved in this trade were not just Romans; instead, Casson notes that
the Periplus clearly indicates both that “the shippers were those of Roman Egypt,” for it is written
in Greek, and that these merchants set out from Egypt, and returned to Egypt following their trips.
[129] Thus, we can be reasonably confident that the trade involved not just Roman merchants, but
Roman Egyptians, too. From other parts of Africa, Roman Egypt often imported “ivory, tortoise
shell, frankincense, myrrh, and various grades of cassia.”[130] However, the goods that were
traded were not simply the luxury goods that most would assume dominated the trade route.
Indeed, Casson explains that “from its end, Egypt sent out to Africa, Arabia, and India a mix that
ranged from everyday tools and cheap clothing to the costliest of luxuries for the courts of the
regional rulers.”[131] Trade in these cheap commodities was certainly not intermittent; otherwise,
the trade would have been cost prohibitive. Moreover, because the Red Sea route itself relied on
the monsoon winds, which switch biannually in approximately opposite directions, it encouraged
trade to continue on a consistent basis from the western side of the Indian Ocean to the eastern.
Finally, in terms of economic connection between Greco-Roman Egypt and Northeast
Africa, there was a Nubian slave trade extant throughout the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. While
most slaves present in Greece and Rome derived from the Black Sea basin and Anatolia, a number
of Nubian slaves found their way to the Mediterranean world.[132] Indeed, Burstein notes that
“from the early fifth century B.C. until the end of antiquity African slaves could be found in small
numbers throughout the ancient Mediterranean basin as rare and expensive luxuries.”[133] And,
he continues, “the main source of such slaves was Nubia and the principle supplier the kingdom of
Meroe.”[134] That African slaves were considered a luxury is indicated by the fact that they were
used “almost entirely” for “domestic service and entertainment functions,” such as Nero’s use of
Aithiopian

slaves

to

fill

the

theater

at

Puteoli

“to

impress

the

visiting

Armenian

king

Tiridates.”[135] Meroe’s supply of these slaves was most likely supported by the kingdom’s
military forays against neighboring tribes of Aithiopians in that there are several documentary
references that point the Meroitic practice of gifting enslaved war captives to neighboring polities
and religious institutions.[136] Thus, while the evidence is largely indirect, it is certain that
Aithiopians found themselves transplanted throughout the Mediterranean world as part of the
growing economic interconnectedness of the region.

Cultural Exchange
Thirdly, from these extensive, and increasingly regular, politico-military and economic
relationships, cultural exchange between Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, and neighboring African
polities began to emerge on a significant scale. During the early Greek period from the Saïte
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Dynasty to Alexander’s conquest, cultural exchange was fairly limited and largely involved Egyptian
culture being exported to Greece. Indeed, from her survey of early Greek art in Egypt, Sabine Weber
claims that early “Greek art was influenced by Egyptian culture in various ways but, on the other
side, the Egyptians seemed little interested in Greek art per se.”[137] Meanwhile, Macfarquhar
asserts that early Greek contact with Egypt is “seen to have been very beneficial in opening their
eyes to the necessity for examining the foundations of the history of their own people.”[138] And,
from this contact, “the first steps were taken towards producing an adequate history of the Hellenic
people themselves.”[139] As for early Greek cultural exchange with Nubia, it was fairly limited
during this period and it was viewed as “somewhat legendary because of its remoteness and the
rarity of its distant relations with the Mediterranean Basin.”[140] Egypt could, therefore, “be
regarded as the door to Africa and the black continent.”[141] Thus, the cultural exchange of this
period may be viewed as primarily involving Egyptians and Greeks, with Nubians remaining in the
periphery.[142]

The Ptolemaic Era, however, as has been illustrated above, led to an acceleration of
contact between Egyptians, Nubians and Northeast Africans, and Greeks, which consequently led to
an increasing level of cultural exchange and diffusion. The most easily recognizable form of this
cultural diffusion is apparent in the shifting of art norms and styles in Meroe. During this period,
Meroe adopted certain forms of Greek and Egyptian art through a process of acculturation. Whereas
earlier

scholars,

such

as

L.A.

Thompson,

initially

viewed

Meroe

as

an

“approximation

of

a

Hellenistic Kingdom” in that it allegedly adopted Greek culture wholesale, more recent scholarship
has pointed to Meroe’s own agency in this process.[143] This trend was initially reversed by
Burstein, who claimed that, safe “beyond the frontier,” “the Meroitic elite were free to select only
those elements of Hellenism that were compatible with their traditions.”[144] And most recently,
Török reaffirms, though with some chronological nuance, that the “Nubian reception of Egyptian
Hellenistic and Hellenizing art was inner-directed all the way through.”[145] In other words, Meroe
adopted those portions of Hellenistic culture and art that were most helpful to cultivating a unique
elite culture, though not without maintaining significant “contact between Meroitic culture and its
Egyptian roots.”[146]
Török points to Meroitic art and architecture to support these assertions; namely the “Water
Sanctuary” and buildings within the Great Enclosure at Musawwarat es Sufra. In both architectural
pieces, there is clear evidence of Hellenized Egyptian influence, including statuary of Greek
musicians, evidence of the “Dionysiac program” of Ptolemaic rule within the water sanctuary, and
the clear Hellenistic columns of buildings 101-102 in the great enclosure.[147] Török concludes that
each of these Hellenistic-inspired forms were intentionally adopted by “Meroitic experts who
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intervened in the adoption of the iconographical programs and forms arriving from Egypt in order to
give them a Meroitic meaning or fit them into a Meroitic context.”[148] The water sanctuary, in
particular, utilized the popular Greek “Dionysian program” in marriage with “the concepts of [the]
Meroitic dynastic/royal cult and the perpetual renewal of royal legitimacy by the Nile.” Importantly,
these Hellenizing forms were “carried out in the knowledge of the meaning of the Ptolemaic
models”

so

that

they

could

be

“translated

into

the

visual

language

of

Meroitic

kingship

ideology.”[149]
Continuing along the vein of cultural exchange during this period, Agatharchides’ account,
as preserved by Diodorus Siculus, of the Meroitic king Ergamenes is especially instructive. In the
account, Agatharchides relates that “of all [Meroitic] customs the most astonishing is that which
obtains in connection with the death of their kings,” who were required to commit ritualistic suicide
if ordered by “the priests at Meroe” to do so.[i] Agatharchides ensures us that prior to Ergamenes,
every king had followed these orders dutifully for “their reasoning powers had been put under a
constraint by their very superstition.”[ii] However, Ergamenes, who ruled “during the reign of the
second Ptolemy” and who “had a Greek education and had studied philosophy, was the first to have
the courage to disdain the command.”[iii] Determined not to follow the priests orders, Ergamenes
then “entered with his soldiers into the unapproachable place… put the priests to the sword, and
after

abolishing

this

custom

thereafter

ordered

affairs

after

his

own

will.”[iv]

This

account

undoubtedly reflects some Greek egotism; however, it additionally provides a clear glimpse of the
cultural diffusion of the era. While Ergamenes’ Greek education may not have been the actual
impetus

behind

resisting

this

traditional

practice,

scholars

are

confident

that

Ergamenes,

or

Arqamani, did indeed adopt aspects of Ptolemaic culture in establishing his new dynasty.[v]
Burstein even points to a relief in Philae depicting Arqamani “wearing the new-style regalia with a
Ptolemaic

style

crown”

as

he

“is

depicted

receiving

pledges

of

victory

from

the

Meroitic

pantheon.”[vi] Thus, Agatharchides’ anecdote of Ergamenes undoubtedly reflects the increasing
Greek, Nubian, and Egyptian exchange of the period.
The impact of Greco-Roman and Egyptian cultural exchange in Nubia, and later Axum,
reached its peak during the period of Roman rule in Egypt. This interaction resulted in several
important cultural exchanges, including the development of a Nubian identity, religious exchange
through the cult of Isis, and the conversion of Axum—and later Nubia—to Christianity. The
formation of a Nubian identity, or “Athiopian Antecedence,” as Jeremy Pope puts it, can potentially
be traced to a commentary by the Greek historian Diodorus Siculus. Diodorus wrote in the first
century BCE, approximately at the start of or immediately preceding Roman rule in Egypt. In his
account of Nubians in Book III of his Bibliotheca Historica, Diodorus notes that
“Now, they relate that of all people the Aithiopians were the earliest… They say
that the Egyptians are settlers from among themselves and that Osiris was the leader
of the settlement… The customs of the Egyptians, they say, are for the most part
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Aithiopian, the settlers having preserved their old traditions.”[156]
To establish that Diodorus’ account does indeed represent an indigenous Nubian identity—instead
of a Greek or Roman view—Pope first sets to determining whether the commentary derives from
Meroites themselves. First, he posits, because Diodorus’ “stated research philosophy [is] to ‘record
summarily… what each nation has to say concerning its antiquity[,]’” it is reasonable to assume
from the outset that these assertions derive from Nubians.[157] Moreover, the commentary itself
uses “reflexive pronouns” indicating that those issuing the comments were referring to themselves.
[158]

Along

with

several

other

lines

of

evidence,

Pope

soundly

concludes

that

the

“‘representatives from Aithiopia’” referenced in Diodorus’ work were “travelers of Aithiopian
nationality,” very likely with political roles as ambassadors.[159]
With the source of these comments identified almost certainly as Nubians, and very likely
as Aithiopians operating in a political capacity, Pope further discusses the likely sources of this
inchoate sense of Nubian cultural identity. Pope points to three likely sources that played a role in
the “rhizomatic” coalescence of the Aithiopian antecedence reflected in Diodorus’ account.[160]
Firstly, due to the religious-laden basis to Diodorus’ commentary, Nubians noticed their religious
similarities to Egyptians. This connection was likely noticed as far back as the New Kingdom,
especially through religious texts that described some gods, like Isis, as Aithiopians or through the
worship of Amun in Nubia, which undoubtedly “furnished material that would prove highly
conducive to the later valoursation of Aithiopia.”[161] Secondly, the Twenty-fifth Dynasty likely
contributed to the material available to construct such a founding myth. Indeed, the Kushite
Dynasty’s conquest of Egypt and emphasis of their Nubian roots, especially regarding their piety,
contributed to this available material.[162] Finally, Nubian interference in Upper Egyptian revolts
under the Ptolemies, and the Nubian reconquest of Lower Nubia “would seem conducive both to
an Upper Egyptian idealisation of Aithiopia and to Aithiopian claims to ownership of Egyptian
culture.”[163] These disparate factors, accounting for a temporal span of over a millennium, Pope
argues, likely coalesced in varying degrees of effect into the Nubian founding myth related by
Diodorus.[164] Consequently, the importance of Nubian interactions with Greeks, Romans, and
Egyptians

is

apparent

through

the

role

it

played

in

both

the

formation

and

explication

of

Aithiopian antecedence.
Moreover, the island of Philae became an increasingly important cultural exchange point
between Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, and Nubians in this period, especially in relation to the cult
of Isis. Philae was the center of the cult of Isis, a religion whose influence spread across the
Mediterranean Basin from Upper Egypt. As Snowden puts it, Isis, “came more and more to mean
all things to all men.”[165] Indeed, both the Ptolemies and Roman Egyptian administrators
continually reinforced the importance of the cult and Temple at Philae; Isis was associated “with
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Ptolemaic conceptions of royal legitimacy,” and during Roman rule, “the temples of Philae and
Dakka

continued

to

function

as

centers

of

territorial

and

economic

administration

and

jurisdiction.”[166] Additionally, Isis was one of the primary deities worshipped in Meroe.[167]
Because of this, Aithiopians were often viewed as especially authentic practitioners of the cult and
were occasionally imported to distant parts of the Roman Empire as priests. Indeed, GrecoRomans believed that only Aithiopians and Egyptians knew the true name of Isis, regina Isis.[168]
And, as such, “Greeks, Romans, and others who had been converted to the worship of Isis,
would…

welcome

the

expert

ritualistic

knowledge

of

the

Ethiopian.”[169]

For

example,

a

Herculaneum fresco depicts Romans practicing the cult of Isis with at least three Nubians present
to aid in the ceremony’s implementation.[170] Thus, not only did Nubians play an important role
in

the

development

of

this

multicultural

religious

sect,

they

were

scattered

across

the

Mediterranean acting as agents of the religion itself.
Finally, with the rise of Christianity, close connections between Rome and North East
Africa led to the widespread conversion of Axumites and Nubians in the fourth and sixth centuries
CE, respectively. The spread of Christianity to Axum was mediated through its contact with
Roman Egypt in the fourth century CE. Frumentius became Axum’s first bishop after being
adopted by the Axumite court as a child.[i] Frumentius was granted permission by the Patriarch,
Athanasius of Alexandria, to “minister to the now considerable Christian community in the
Axumite kingdom.”[ii] Returning to Axum sometime between 341 and 346 CE, Frumentius thus
assured that “from its inception,” the Axumite church would be linked to Egypt.[iii] And, further
highlighting the importance of the Axumite connection to Egypt, King Ezana of Axum refused to
bow to Emperor Constantius II’s demand in 356 CE that Frumentius be dismissed.[iv] Instead,
Christian Axum continued to recognize Frumentius as its head and thus reaffirmed its connection
to Egypt in the face of imperial demands.
Meanwhile, conversion in Nubia was both later and a less centralized process. By the time
Nubians converted to Christianity, Meroe had fallen to the various tribes surrounding it. Whereas
the conversion of Axum can be traced to the actions of Frumentius and the conversion of King
Ezana, the conversion of the Nubian tribes appears to have occurred as a result of general Egyptian
influence in the north.[i] Nonetheless, both Nubia and Axum converted to Christianity primarily
through the cultural highway emanating from Roman Egypt.
Conclusion
Through an analysis of the Greco-Roman Era in Egypt, including the Early Greek Period
(mid-seventh Century BCE–sixth Century BCE), Ptolemaic Period (323 BCE–30 BCE), and the
Roman Egyptian Period (30 BCE–470 CE), it is evident that increasingly regular politico-military
and economic interactions between Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, and North East Africans led to
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profound cultural exchange. The level and scope of exchange dramatically increased from the
Early Greek period through the Roman period and thus deserves to be considered as its own “era”
in the history of Egypt. Indeed, though Egypt was dominated by foreign powers, it remained
connected—in fact, more so—to Africa. And this fact does not strip Nubians and Northeast
Africans of their agency: we have seen that Nubians and Egyptians resisted military advances from
Greeks and Romans, played essential roles in the terms of economic exchange—including their
involvement in the hunting of elephants and in the Red Sea trade—and exported their own cultural
and religious expertise through the Cult of Isis. Furthermore, this cultural exchange was significant
enough to play an essential role in both the formation and explication of a Meroitic identity.
Finally, even with the adoption of Christianity, Nubians and Axumites retained their connection to
Egypt. With the sheer weight of evidence pointing to these conclusions, it is surprising that some
scholars have sought to exaggerate Egypt’s interactions with the rest of Africa. Their aims, while
laudable, may be easily met by considering the extantevidence presented above. Undoubtedly,
Egypt, Nubia, and Axum were no less “African” in the Greco-Roman period; though at the
periphery of the Greco-Roman world, Nubia and North East Africa’s connections to Egypt and the
Mediterranean Basin were profound.
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